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An extensive survey .of 14,360 No\th American 
·their ·parasite prevalence .' and a study of Newfoundland ornithophilic 
. ... . . . ~ 
Diptera to determine the incidence of hematozoa in the local 
: 
avifaunao ~s presented. 
·The overall infection rate· of 55.6% within the North 
American birds is shown 'to be concentrated primarily in the passer-. 
ifonn bfrds and particulariy in four families, i.e. Icteridae, 




-. F_ringillidae, ParuUdae and Turdidae_. Sifilarly, the specifi~bloo~ 
protozoa which are accountable for the bJlk of the infect~d birds are 
Leuaoaytozoon and Haeroopro't.eus._ The inci den'ce of Plasmodiwn, as · 
determined from numb~rs of infected birds, is of secondary importance 
in this study. ..4 
. . . 
1 · A stratification performed on tl'!e ' various bird fa~Jtilies 
and spe"c'ies, 'based on t,heir n~sti .ng sites, · indic_ates th~J the. bulk 
. • I • 
I • 
o: t~~ -i~f~ction.oc~r,s . in the mid canopy level~ of the forest 
environment. A similar si~uation is observed in the marsh habitats 
in that there is a_ hi.gher .. infection rate among birds 'whose nests .'are 
generally el evate.d · above the marsh surf.iice. 
· Collections of ornithoph,i.lli c o'iptera (Simui:H dae and 
. . - I . ·~ , 
. . - . ·~ . 
Ceratopogon.idae) from thr~e test' s}tes in Newfoundland· verifies ·.th·af 
' . " . . ~ . . 
the preferred h_abitats ' for -these ve~~~rs is the 10-15 ft. 'stra~a in ~ 
. - . 
the woodland en vi ronmenf. Testing OVer a three year· period (1970, · 
I ·--- •- I ' • . •)' ,. ~--_ _19,71 'and 1972) indicated a much reduced biting fly pop~l~tion .in thi 
' . --- . ' . 
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Newfoundl.~nd a.rea· in co~ari son to A.l gonqui n Park', on:tari 0 where 
• i .· . I . . \ . ·. ·; . : . :· . . . 
. s1mil_ar. sttid:tes ·had .been conducted: . The numbers .of ·vector species 
. ' . . 
.-;... 
involve~ are also noted to be limited. The'Hippobosc.fdae.are. not · 
- \~ 
·. 
conside!'ed to be ve.~tors_o of Haemoproteus in Newfo~ndl_and • 
' 
·Examination of tbe. infected gla~ds ~md<· f)1ndgut'S of the 
ornith~~p~era indkat~~ il i-elativel; o.igh 'incidence or_~­
Leueodytoz~on transm1 · ·a~, a much lower inci~~nce or ·n~moProteua 
.. ~ ; . . : 
inf~~sti.9n . and a~ alioos~ insig · ant.Plasmc:~iwn 'transmission. ·with · 
. ·, . < - . . ... "' 
th~ excepti-on .of hippoboscids all ·ve'cto · ere · observed to harbour 
~ -~ · 
tfyp~nosomes. :1 • ... ." • ..:0: ~ 
.• . 
• . •• t • • !?\ - · \ 
A survey ?f the . Newfoun~J ~nd ·avi.!~~Qa veri fie~ 
. . .., . . ~ , 
.. Pr~va le~~e as· ·dete·r~ined fro.m the laborat~rY .examinati,on 
• ' ..,. • - .,t 0 • 
. -' gliDJds and hindgut .of the ornithophilic o.i.ptera. · ·The stratificati·on 
. . ' . ' . ' • "r; ~ . . 1 • 
• ' , • I '•. of the birds supported the premise that mos't birds' ·beca~ infected 
• • ... • .., & • l. 
' , ' . I~ .~ . . 
··: - .. in the tnid ca·nopy .. levels,·despite ,some,.:special characteristic~ of the 
- • ''1. ' <> • -
· . ' . .• Newfou~dl and s"it~:Jati on.. . .' . · ·. •. . :·...:~ : , . . -~'-~ ·: . . ., 
~" . I.t is· sugge~ted -that i"'' New~otfridl and there is ··a ~;~~ 1Y. · 
., .. _ .. • • ~ ! 
.. . developed h,ost-par~site-vector relationship of ~xteptional efficiency. 
; ' • • • . • • ' ' 'f' ' 
: ~ •• ' :-- il 
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}NTRODUCTION • 
' 
In recent years. a noti ceab 1 e trend in th.e study of 
• • ' • \ <3 • • 
- . 
avian hematozoa has been directed· towards elucidation of the 
"• 
-
life cycle'-of the parasites in the vertebrate .hosts: and \ . . . . . 
' ' ' I '' ,. t 
·- relatively little stre-ss has beeh ·placed·on the epidemiol9gy of 
. . . ~ ' . ~ . 
the parasitic _o_rganisms. The developmen~ of this trend is easy' 
.. • • ' t • 
-to un_derstand, ~s the epid~miological · study is considerably more ~ 
. I .. . • . 
.coiJ1)lex, depending .on many factors, including host :selection, host 
. . 
.' :range·, periodicity, ·vector r~nge and·- habit-at-p~eferense; · a ·most., · 
• • .. t • • • ., 
i""ortant prerequisite being a fu11 underst_anding of the jlost- .. . 
, parasite-vector relationship • . . . 
. . 
. . 
The present study represents an ·attempt af eiu.~i dating· 
sone ·of the'~;, fac;tdrs as ~hey apply to the . "rel.ati onship'~ . 
< . 
Particular attention .is .. given to .habitat p'references o{_the ve·ctor· 
an"d host.and its infl'uence-'on the pr~va'lence of the _specific 
) jparas.ites ·in the var.ious bird groups·. ' · 
· \fJ:? . . . ·~ Th~ research for this thes~s ~~s· conducte~ ,on~two · 
different levels ·a-nd at two different times, viz. on local - · 
' . . 
. . 
. Newfoundl~hd birds, flies and parasites an~ on a ~roa~r scale -
.. the avian · heinatoloa of North A~rica. 
1
Consequen.tly, ·the thesis' 
!· • . 
is presented in two parts. · - • 0 
.. 
Part I .. The relationship "of th~breeding bi_ology· of North , 
· . American Birds and' the feeding behavior of the , vectors .of avf;;ln 
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. . · , I # • . 
P,art II - The·· feeding behavior of the\ vect'ors of a vi an _. 
... . ----J 
., 
hematozoa .of jnsular· Nfwfo~n~ll and.' . ~h~_s ~ · the u~derly1ng · pri-~1ple 
throulhof:)t is a _study ~f · th~ host .. paras·ite~vector relations, brougtilt 
. . ~ .. 
. . abou~·b.Y. 'a relatively broad study whose _ p~i_ncipl~s can-. ~e realizec:\ .~ 
on a·much npre· restricted-local level. 
. . . . 
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' HISTORICAL ' 
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. The ·. i~ter~st or concern in the .~vi an bl~od par~·sites 
t 
0 















conme,9ced around the time of Danilewsky (born .1852) in Kharkov, 
. 
U.S.S.R. As a profession, he chose rredicine_, having recejved a . 
• • • ' tJ ' 
medical degree from the University of ~harkov in 1877. His 
. ··. \ 
credentials as a · scientist recognizes him as :·a great physiologist . 
.. 
rather t~an ~he first·a~ian malariologi~t. However, his bri~ 
I contac~ with,this ' field has left a ,astin'g ;inpres~ion., 
~ · ' . . 
It is fortunate for present day researchers of 'avian b-lood 
. . . 
. ' 
· parasites. that · in 1885 Danilewsky discovered PZaarrr:Jdium in .. birds. · 
I 
. . . . 
j 
J~ .At ·the time· of his· discovery he was experimenting ~ith shrikes, jays \. 
.and ~ls~ .a·11 ot'which have since' been shown to harbour malarial 
> • • 
·parasites.· It ;~ · perhaps rrore significant, ·and not 'just a rrere . 
• • ,c 
r 
' . coincidence, t.hat fi.~e yea~s~pr~vious, L"averan described the .causati.ve · 
. ... , • • • • 0 
~g~~ts of hum~n: rnalaria. Si~ce th~t time the c~urse of experinental 
observations -~ith .botl'l t;p~s - of para'sites has' proceeded .s i de by, si d~. 
. . : ~ Early contributi'ons .in ~th~ fi·~.ld .of avi~n bl o~~ pa~as .ites · . 
• ' I) I .. ~' • ' ' .. "' ' f'O .. • J 
came from'.Russia, .Germany, Italy, Fran~e, . and .shortly~ tliereafter · 






. . . ' ·from No.rth .. Ainerica. · The 'earl test works were generated by· the 
:. ":, • c. :.:'1 . . . l • c • . • ' . ·' 
' I 
·. 




. .. , 
:. 
" . . 
'· 
: ... . . 
.. 
~ . . 
'• ' I 
. . 4. 
_ .· ._obyi.QU~ ~.~pl,i cationc: · these p·~rasite .. ~:.r. hu~a~;Well ' be in? ~ . c . , 
· Undoubtedly the importance .of . hemat-op;t\~!J\.IS .. Diptera to the medi..cal 
• v~~ ~ ' 
. I ! ' • , ' • ! 
ento.~~·o-.gist h~~ ai~ed\greatl_y . in t~~ • .-.~:~elopmen~ of. our k.nowledge . 
on t~e blood ~parasites hf birds . ) · . · . · : · · 
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· It was approximately thirteen years after the discovery of 
;%,.- f'l .1t\ ' ·~3 ' '• • -' v• 
~theJindoco~pu'scular. parasites .'of bir.ds that ·serious -consideration 
~as ·.g_; veh to this area of rese-arch in America. .Scientists such <fs 
Opie (1898) publi·shed _papers on the ·hematozo·a and Sir Ronald Ro~s_, 
, i ' v 
' . ~ 




·\ . , _.mosquitoes . . ~ere it - ~ot for the 'use of· bir1 as e~perimental ~osts,' 
it is doubtful 'whether the mosquito transmi~n of ~alaria would . 
.·. 
have been so clearly established. 
t.: ,: ' ~ ~r · 1 . ... • 
The period from ~oss up to~23- was marke~as•a time of 
. . 
maxi·m~m species desc~iptions', with litt.l(wor~bein~ .conCJucted pn · 
the _.biology of the parasites.. From_ that date to th~ present ·, 
'h ... 
. . ' 
n~rrerous ·r-esearchers . have been invol v~d . an.d volumi~ous wo~~s . _Pr~du,ed 
with _rel&tion .to the fields of av)an parasitology and .entoJOOlogy. 
Hewitt (l9.~o):- sug~est.s that over 75%-:of. the p~_pers on the subje.c( 
,. {- " ... - . • ,:1,..., " . ' . 
~ '! • ~ ~ ' 
·of life cycl~s, etc., has appeared since 1923. I . . 
The ear]~er investigations rel~ting to the blood pa_ra.sites 
hav~--&~en reviewed and .sunmarized by Wenyon ( 192{5 ).. ' Sine~ ·wenyo~' IS· . 
~ , . 
I p~ ,.E • • ' ' • 
.rev,~w much -'of the ·taxonOIT\Y of the bl_pQdr parasites · has 'beeri expanded 
; • • \ • • ...... • c:-. 
· an~ ~ported by_ authors such as Manwell ·. (1935, lgtj8).t Giovanno1a _(1939) ;·· · 
. . . 
· H~~itt (1940); Coradetti; Garn~am ~nd · Laird (19G3);_ Garohain (l966). . 
• ' I ' • ~~-~ . 
_, (A point of interest menti-oned by Bennett and Lail"d. (1973) is -that in 
,.. , • a • / 1- ' . 
. . . ' " . 
. 'man{ - ~ases th~ ; reati on of a ne~; .Species of par~~te is_ based on just 
· • · a sindle blood film). • 
• - & • • 
.. . 






c (I · - •• 
,_ . 
I • 
.;_ ·.~:- . ·: ~~ ~:<. :·:. : .-: _  ; .· -/:.':~:~ . I · . ~ : . ' '. • . . . :·' ,-.. • ' • ::1, ... ,. . .. r ~~ 
. . . . . ,;t ~~ :· ' 
• • t .. ~ 
.. " . ~ . ; ' 
.. 
.. , 
_ . ... r:r4-;· } 
,• 
In addition·to :the reviews reported in th-e -literature on 
t • • ' • • 
the _taxonoll\Y of· t~ parasites, there ''have .also bee-n" a number-of host 
1 . ' f 
li-sts prepared utilizing a ·wide variety of -wild birds _from many . 
• • <! ... 
--parts of -the world. Among those which might be mentioned are: 
Wenyon f{l9l6)- the. most e~~ens.ive; cOatney (1936, 1937); Coafney 
and Roudabush ( 1936, 1949}; Herman ( l944) ; Levine and Kantor ( 1959'); 
Berson (1964); Hsu, Campbell and Levine (1973). 
These latter surveys were useful · in _es.tablishi~g the 
di stri.bution· of parasites in different hosts and aided much to ·our 
5 
.>-* ' o I 
knowledge of. geographic and host -'association·s of the parasites.in-
,. 
the hope of fi_ndihg new forms. There'- have been several attempts to 
. . .. , . .. ~ 
present• infect1on rates and to interpret incidence ·or prevalence 
on the basi-s of th_e survey da'ta, but according to Herman ( 1968), in ... 
• . \. 1 
many cases little · significa~ce c'ar1 be_ placed on such· interpretati-ons 
because of the limited nature of the survey~ ·This . is p~rti~ularly 
. ' 
. . . 
true ·in the case of smal_l samples: and the identification ·of · 
· 'parasites from single blood films. ·' 
The four groups of a vi an ··hematozoa . that have · captt,~red 
.. 
much attention' in previous a~d present investigations ~el on,g_ to the". 
gener-a Leucocytoao<m~ HaeTTrJp'.r'ote~J PZasroodiwn and Trypattosom&t. 'It 
has been shown in a num~er of -~~es, Bennett and Fallis ~1960); 
· · Fallis and -Bennett (1966); an~f.She~od (1968) that these 'parasites 
. . . . • 1 , . . • 
. ... 
ca·n cause severe ' roortalit1es in young birds·. Bennett et at. (1973) _-. ·0 
. ' . 
have su11111arfzed ·this .'aspect .of the blood protozoans in birds. '· 
~ 
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·Family ·Pl_asmodiidae . 
· PZC!!JmoB.i'WTI 
Danilewsky's obs~rv9tion (188S) of PZasmodium in birds 
and the ~arlier discov~ry of the malaria pigments in human blood, 
' ' 
. . , 
provided the i~etus ._for further work related to this p~rti cular 0 
. . -... ~ 
av:i_an parasite. Marchi~fava and Celli (1889) proposed the generic 
n 
name PZcuftno.d,ium for the pfgmented .-hematozoans ·which _has maintained 
I 
· its priority to the ·present day. From the titre of ·Grassi and Feletti 
(1890) , it ~as been generally assumed that · Danilewsky's parasite was 
. ( 
the origina·l discovery of p: reUcturri, but Gamham {1966) suggests 
· that it may have been a parasite smaller than P·. reUctun that was 
. ' -- t \ . 
· I 
. actual )Y ~oncerned, possibly ~~en P.· eZongatwn. • 
.. From ·a taxonomic viewpoint, it mu§t. be made clear that the 
' . \ . . . " 
original descriptions were in~dequat~ · .. and ·;~ - many cases the 
"" ·. 
. . I 
characteristics poorly represented. In 1892 Grassi .and Feletti, 
recognizing the situation, prepared an extended paper in ~hi ch 
seven species in .the genus H~mamoeba (==P.Zasrodium} were ·described. 
Better,descriptions of the parasite ·followed in the 
remaining: years_.of the century, but up to 1926, ·many worke-rs · 
. . ' . . . ~ . 
-. I o . . 
·followed Wenyon's tHinking by grouping all malaria· ~arasites under 
. . 
the name of H. r-eUcta, ·or sorre other accepted s.Ynonym'. Eve-n in 
' ' . 
' • ' •I 
ear.ly years closely ·related s·pecies were ofte·n titres.r grouped under . 
this specific name. 
' ' . ... 
. Ronald Ross (1898) discove~d that a lllQsquito (late·r 
identified as ·eul.e:c pipiens) was th.e vect.or of ·P. relictwn •. · .· These · 
.. ' ' . . 
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. experiments which were . carried out in India were ·based on feedings 
on infected sparrows and larks. .Jn spite of the wide distribution 
. - ' 
·of the parasite, and 'its ready transmissibility by ·dorrestjc . 
mq~quitoes", the n~tural vec~or has rareiy been identified. ~ . 
• I • ~ I i 
Bruce Mayne (1928) in India was the first to recognize 
,-..and .point out th.e susceptibility of anoph~line rrosquitoes .to bird · 
malari.a (~. reZiat:wn). 
··' 





The · actua 1 authorship of , the genus I£_u~cytozoon has been , 
) . · -- , -
:an ·area of considerable controversy in recent":Years; Danilewsky, 
who first reported the parasite from the bl_ooct- of owls in 1889, 
• .. 0 ' 
has for many researcher-S meant that he was also the ori gi~a 1 author . 
. ~ •' 
However, other workers ·of the time such a·s Berestnev, Z~emann and 
' ' 
Sambon have also been attributed the honor by some present day 
resea rGhe.rs. ...... 
. 
Bennett, *'tan, Laird and Herman (in 'press} saw the need to . . 
assEtmble . the pertinent 1 iterature and r~assess the argurmnts · 
concern1ng the authorship of the ·genus • 
.1 · 
Bennett et at_. in their ~aper "Remarks on the status of the 
genus Leuoocytozoon" show very clearly that Dani lewsky was claiming 
' . . . ' 
priority for the discovery ·and not ·the actual. naming of the parasi.te . 
. Furthermore, Danilewsky desc~ibed and ·illustrated t~e pa~asite but 
' • • .. C' • 
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In 1904 Beres~nev coupled the g.eneric and. specific names 
. ~ 
·to designate th~ patasites of owls, ravens and magpies as 
""-·, ~ L. ~nUetJskyi.. Luhe (1~'06), a 1 though attributing the genus . \ 
erron~ously to Denilewsky, presente.d the"first fonnal description 
of it. Bennett et at. (in press) propose that this designation be 
..Dretafne~ and the g~enus properly ascribed .to Uihe. Uihe's · 
descript.fon and those of se~eral researchers . shortly. afterward . have 






all referred Ha~oeba majoris to Leucocytoaoon. It is thus \ . 
. . . I 
I > • 
suggested that the ffrst species Leucoaytozoon (=Haemamoeba) majoris 
.. 
beco~e~. - the type.species of the.genus, replacing L~ danUewsk~ . . In 
1~-~: ~enn~~ e"t at. redefin~d the ~enus and created the genus Akiba · . 
to receive Leuaocytozoon cau.Z'tery_i. The separa·tion. of the genera was ·. 
. .-
. . 
based on clearly defined morpholo~ical characteristics in vertebrate 
. .i 
and invertebrate Host's. 
The transmis.siur;~ of Leucocytozoon by simul i ids was firs~ 
. 1; .. t.> 
reported by o• RoJ<E: (193~) ~ His account demonstrated th~ -transmiss.i on 
I 
of L. anatis (=simondi) in SimuZiwn venustwn.· (It is likely that 
he failed t.o recognize s. FUgglesi.) Since that time various . 
. . . 
species qf ornit~ophilic blackflies have been clearly demonstrated 
. ... 
to be .the . natural vectors of this parasite, e.g. ·Fallis and 
. . . 
_. I. ' " 
Bennett (1958). 
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. . . ! 
·Family Haemoproteidae 
· . Haerrvproteua (ParahaemoproteJA,S) 
.· 
··· . ..In •the same year as · Dan i 1 ewsky first noted Ikuaoaytozoon~ ,.. 
Kruse .(1890) · W~S responS-ible for giving the narre Hadm(J[JPOt~us to an .' . 
. . . .. ' 
. . 
i 11-defined, poorly-described parasite for which he stated no hos~.:. 
The name was given page p·riority over HaZte:ttidium (Labbe~ 1894), a 
' A 0 • .. 0 ~ 
much roore adequately··described and descriptiv~ .term for _the crescent· 
.shaped bodies first noted by Dani.lewsky. 
I t ' 
Followi,{l9 that date, nurrerous species of Hqe~rottus 
. • I . . 
hav~· been na~'d /in birds, mbre on the ba.sis of 'their discovery in a 
. certain avian host than on any oorphological fe.atures~ . As ·a _resul.t 
. . I 
several so-called species of Plasmodium are now reco,gniz.ed as 
' . 
. belonging to the family Haerooproteidae, e.g. H! centropi ·and 
H. gaZZinuZae of Indian bi.rds· (de Mello, 1$}35). / · 
. .. 
Bennett' et az.: (1965) reehgnized two genera of '·he~proteids 
particularly CQITI110n in birds and proposed the division of the genus 
'into two;·· narrely Haemoprote~ and Pqrohaerir>proteus; · They designated 
. . . 
Haerrvp~oteus as the ty~e gen.us w!th the type species as .H; coZ.wri>ae 
Cell.i . ~nd Sanfflic~·, (189.1) . and P-. . canachi_tes . Faliis _ and · B~nnett ·. 1 . 
, .. ·' ' r -, (1960) as the type species of Parahaerrvproteus. · 
The active ' transmis~·ion of H'aemoproteua ·by hippobosdi'ds 
' 
(louse flies) is ·well ' substantiated :in the 1it~ratu.re by authors 
such as Adie (1924) and Aragao (1919) working,with H. co'lurri:Jae. and 
~aker·· '(1963) wi:th English .Woo~ ·. Pige~ns. 'However, Faili.s and Wood 
. " (1957), an.d Fallis and Bennett {1960) showed . that 'the . s.poro_gon.Y. ~-f 
.. · 
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others is completed in Culiaoid2a spp. Bennett et al. (1965) po~nt 
·out that although hippoboscids have been '.iJll)licated as hosts· for-
. ··' . I 
at least three species of Haemoproteus~ many of the qth_er speci~s. 
occur in birds which do ·not harbour hippoboscids. These have .been 
shown to be transmitted by CUlicoidea and to be members of .the 
. • ... , l • • ' ' 
. ~ -
. ' 
gen~s Parahaemoproteus e.g. P.· nettionia~ P. aanachitea and -
F. fringiUae. 
' . 
· Family Trypanosomatidae 
' . 
. - Trypariosorra 
The -·history of various asp_ects of our knowledge of · 
·'trypanosomes h~s ·been d'ealt with by a numbe'r of authors: ·Laveran 
' . ' ~ 
. -
and Mesnil (1912); W~nyon (1926).; Cole (1926); Scott ·(l939); · 
. turasson (1943); and others. 
' ' 
·From these r .eports it appears that the first trypanosome 
was observ~d nearly" 300 years· ago by Antony v·an Leeuwenhoek, the ' 
' - , I f ' , ' 
. 10 
Father of Protpzooi ogy. ·.in l680 he described organi snis, seen by him, 
'\. . 
i~ the gut ~f - hor~eflies (Tabanidae) which might ~ave been the 
. . . 
development stages of the bovine trypanosome, T. theiZe~. 
' . 
. In 1841, Valentin, a Professor of Physiology, at the 
-- Un~versity of Berne d~scribed the .finding in the blood of t_rout 
' (Salmo 'tario) of motile elongated organisms which he likened/ to 
I • ' • 
.. 
·amoebae. However, the true nature was uncertain • 
. 
· . Gruby (1843). ~ Hungarian who eventually settled in Paris~ 
. ' . 
I I 
· .... · 
0 
was the first to recognize the ~rue nature ~f the batrachian parasites • 
.... 
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. . . ' 
For these hemofl_age11ates which were ·seen by his . predecessors 
. . 
and himself, he creat~d the generic name Trypanosoma • 
. , . . I 
Th~ first satisfactory -account of trypanosomes in birds 
~ . 
was that of Danflewsk~ (1885), who.named the species T. avium. 
Since that time a large number of forms have _been described. 
'However,_,,as-with the othe_r heinoprotozoans, in many cases little 
. . 
more has been done tha~ t~ gi~e an account of the trypanosomes as 
they appeared in a single blood film. 
- Information relating to'the transmission of Trypanosoma 
. . ' 
is more difficult to ' interpret than those of the other described 
0 . . • . • . • 
blood parasites (Bennett, 1960). Baker (1956) demonstrated the · 
' . . ' ' .... 
' 
. . . . 
transmission· of T: avium by the hippoboscid ~ithomyia aviou~a 
. . 
and Grewal and _Chowdhary (1957) illustrated its transmission by , 
mosquitoes. Duke and ·Robertson (1912) sug_gested simuliids as ·., .... . 
vectors of a vi an -~rypanosmres· in-' ug'anda·: . ·• . ' 
.In Algonquin · Park~ Bennett (196i) showed- that'. the 
flagellates will develop in· and. can b:e transmitte'd by blac~ :fl_ies, _: · 
. . . 
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. This ~ori:ion of the thes;s W<is ~nductk to analyse i.n 
' ' 
detai 1 the prevalence of Lewioaytozoon, Haemoproteus and Ptasrrodiwn . 
' 
. , in birds of North America. The prevalence of the various species 
. of blood protozoa is· studied in relation· to 'the breeding behavior 
. ~ . . ' 
,., ' ' 
· of the birds along with the known feeding behavior of the vectors 
I 
0 
of the· avi-an hematozoa. 
! . . 
_ " Members of: ·Leucoaytozoon h.ave · been shown to be transm;tted 
in. North Americ~ by ~imuliids (O'Roke, 19~4; Fallis, Anderson and 
. . . I . - - . . . 
Be~nett, · 1956~ Fallis and Bennett, 1958; Bennett and Fallis, 1960). · . ~ · 
. . - - \ " ' • · . ' . ... ·,J: 
Sim11 arly, some simul11ds have been shown to exhibit strong .. host 
r . 
~peci.fi~'ity. ·(Bennettl l960; Falli~ and . Smit·h·, 1964; Lowther ·and 
. . -· . 
' I 
Wood·,-1964). This is particularly significant when the incidence 
_of the parasite is . consid~red i.n . relation to the ocC:l:frrence of their 
. ' 
probable vector_~· . , 
- . ~ ' 
. · Ha,;rooproteus (i?arahGfm:,PZ'oteus) is reported to be ~ . 
; ' . 
translmit~ed in No'rth America .by eu·uaoi.dea, {Fallis, Anderson and 
Bennett, 1956; Fa 11 is and Bennett,' 19S8; F~ lli s ·and Wood, 1957; 
t . • • 
Fallis and Bennett, 1~60). As is the case with ~uaocytoaoon, ~ 
. . 
. host .specificity has ~.eep indicated for HaemoproteUf· ·Fal1i.S.  and 
. . .. 
~ . .. . 
· Bennett, (1960)showed that 'a specificity for grouse is clearly · 
. . 
G , •" 
appare~t for 8(1£moprotetia '(Pa~aeroop~eua) ac:nachites. Other 
• • > 
teports have11also .indicated the p.resen~e of species in one · typ~ . 
-- -~ p- · . 
. of bird 'and not in other.s. 
" 0 
j ' . 
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PZasmodiwn. -~.ltho_ugh ·transmitted by.mos.quitoes, · is;. 
• • • • • • ! • 
. .:vfrtually unknown with regard to host specificity. This is pa.rtly 
. . .... ' . 
q ---~  , ·· • 
. · attributed :t_oJ;he difficulty in obtaini_ng· blood ·fed mosquitoes. ·in 
. . . 
quantitatively· significant numbers to draw any conclusio~s. Bennett's 
~ ' , • ,. I -!'\\ - -..---•• • 
·.study (1960} in Al~onquin Park, noted the ·occurrence of many · 
0 • . 
.mosquito species but that few were c~P,tured followi~g engorgement 
" r ; 
on birds. 
··It 1~· felt in view of· p~biished literature on the· topi'c, 
. . . . ~ --
J . that a .study_ of North Ameroi can ~irds w~ 11 elucidate the premise 
. . ' 
that birds acquire their infections on the breeding ground, 
. ~ ' . . . . . , 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS , . 
- \.: 
- '• 
The W~O Internati anal Reference Center for Avian Mal a·ri a 
• \ · ~ . .! . . 
•'. 
l ' 0 
· '15' .....  L " 
· _,--(· Pal-asites at the Department of Biology, ~_moriali University of _ 
Ne-wfoundland, St. 'Joh~'s, currently' hQlds infonnation pertaining 
/ ~ . 
. to .approximately 35,000 bird blood "s~ears. , T_he dat!} · is recorded 
" 
on a. punch-card 'system which utilizes, a multiple sorting code, · 
. ' 
p~rmitting the retrieval of information under. a nunber ·of headings . 
. ' . 
~ . 
The abstraction of ·the data on· ·N-orth Jlmeri can birds from ~ . . . . . .. 
. . ' .:~ - . .1 • . . 
the sys_tem was time con,.,su~Jng and had to be·-J:ar~ied out·in several 
' ... 
. . • - • ' 0 - ~ 
'steps. ·Initiall~ the i.nformat,ion required Ylas ~, campi l_ed li st.·of ·;> • • _ \ 
--
al,- the birds from North America which have been recorded by the 
. ( ·. I _, - . , 
WHO Center.- Following this majo~t: breakdown the birds were 
separated .into severa_l categories to facilitate a ·rore relevan~ 
an'd comprehensive study of the host-par~si·te -pr?blem _in- thH section 
. .. of the globe •. The m_~or categor~'es .-were~ ] ·~ Bi r:-d'.Families 
. 
2. Bird Species -~. : Overall Para·site prevalence for each of the 
. : • • - : fA 
- ~_i}:-d families 4 ... The -- specific parasite prevalence for each of 
the · bird species. 
. .; I . ' 
The above data is reported in Table I and constitutes the 
ma) so~r~~ of reference for ·further discussion ·in thi s 'section . 
rl-author has' seen fit to entitle thf~ section, "UNSTRATOIFIED11 , as 
. (' ,• , . 
it represents the un·a:ltere~ ·mate-rial . ini'tiall.Y tep<?rted .by the 
' . / ' ., 
origin-al _researcher. ·_.Its i~portance· or..sig~ifidurce .lies in :the ·. I , . . 
r-. . . . . ' . 
fact that it p_rese~ts an · overa~r~ ~tur~ of ~he -_ ~via'n bl_ood pr:-ob_~em . . 
in North America. This is particularly ·true in ·as far as these 
. ·- . \If . . ,. . 
... " ' ,. 
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, . TABLE .. ,.l ..., • ? 
·.) . . 
: P,reva1ence of''hematoz~a in North ~ican:: bi r'ds. · otie to mult_ipls infections, total infect terns . · · · 
by parasite S~Gies,are - greater ~tal. number. of infected birds. Hematpzoan infections · 
are ~epresented a~.~er~e~t~ orin!ected birds •. J ·:others .. ( ) , are . expres_se~ as nuni?ers and ~ere .. Q . 
e1ther trypanoso~·s·or m1crof11ar1a. · ·The underl1ned strata_ denotes preferred hab1tat of b1r~. ~ . 
.( 
. . . 
.. c 
% % % 
Total Total 1$ . Percent Leuco.;. : Haemo- Plas-
• Bird and _Fami1y . · Strata Birds Positive Positj ve ,Syfozoon proteus modi urn .. ~hers · 















.. Paa'ttri:pa:rUs _.rrr(:nimus 
,. Total:·,. 
.. ... - : . •' . 
· ALAUD IDAE • 






















1,) _ . r ---- -
. 100.0 1100.0 
~6.6 . 100~0 
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• A:~~~E ) .. ,
. Bot~. lentiginosus ·s 8 
Butoztides ViNscena .. _. .. 3,4 . · -3 
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.. I::obiryahus e3:£Zis. · . .. · ... ·'§ ._· •. f 
' Casmerodius. albua . ~, 3, 4-· · 2· · ~ 
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" TAB'LE, I (continued) 
tl 0 • 
J %' . % % ' 
Total Total Percent. Leuco~ · Haemo- P1as-~; rd and F~!itily~ . 
'ANAUDAE- : · . ....,,· . 
$trata Bi_rds . Positive ~ositiVe ·eytozoon prot~us . medium Others 
Anas a~Zinensis 
Ana8' dis co!'s · 
Anas ·p i<rty!'hynchos 
Anas rub Pipes 
Aiz sp(ln8a . ., 
AnssP aitbifrons · 
Aythya ·amezticana . 
·Aythya coZ.Zazi.s_ .· 
B'l'anta canadensis 
Chei1 aoo!"U Zescens • 
Aydzya marila · 
Clangula hyemalis · 
Me Zani tta pe:rspiai Zlcrta 
Me!'gUs se:r~o!' . 











































·Total: . 446l' 
-~ . 
aOMBYCILLIDAE. 
Bomby di Z la cedro1'U111 
- ·Total: 
-~ -








719 82 ~ ? . 
491 '82. 7 .' 










2 ' ~ 100.0 
3 60.0 
,, 5· . 11.4 
37· 23.0 
51 . 42.5 
109 . . . 97.3 
I 2 -100.0 ' 
1849 41.4 
·. 




•• • ::.1 
33.6 59.0 22.f 
46.9 -35.9 _23.4 ' ,. .• 
15.3 62 ·. 7 -.. 24.3,. 
·39.4 0 72.9 18.6 





20_.0-/ ' -72:.0 20.0 ' 
' 82.4. 29 . 4 5.9 . 
76.2 4.8 > 9.5 
-
·-- (l) . - . 
50.0 (1) , 
66 •. 6 3~.3 - ;;::, -.. 
·ao.o " 20 .. 0 
·-2.7 75:7 -43.2 
45.0 -_ 43.1 25.5 
_-lj ' ' (4) 50.0 
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. CERTH IOAE . . 





. Azaenaria· interpztea, · ·_ 
Charad.Piua ateiz:and:ztinus. 
. . - Charailriua vocri.ferous···. · 
CharadztiW?: semipaZrncrtUs. 






. . CHAEMAIDAE 
Chamqea· fa8cficrt.a 
v • - .a 
:·· total: 
I • 
· ' • t:. 
.: 
. . 
TABLE I. (continued) 
-, . 
% ·% % 
Total · Total Percent Leuco- · 'Haemo- Plas-
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Po'diiyrrbus podiceps \ 
Total: 
CORVIDAE 
P • '"'" -~- .:1~-•"- I ' erz.sore"""" r.;ur~r~ •• - . • 
. '~ CoZOfJU!J brachyrhynchos· · 
· Cyanocitt~ cristata 
Total: 
. . 
FALCONIDAE ~ _ 
Falco' ·spa:t'Veri.us ~ · 
. . 
· Jotal: 
:.~·· ' . . ' .. 
~ . ; :: ' 
:f.?:'' .... -·.· . ·' . .. . 
~ ' •' · 1 
... 
.,· ,, :· .. ( . . ,
.··:·.-~\ ' ' 
J • • • • ~ 
.;; ..... \ . . . -
- ·- : ·( - . ... .. . 
~:·-..: . . .. . . .. .. . - ' -· 
•.· .. •"; "~ ,"i· • < - . , • • ' 
... . 
• 
. ; q 
. . ' 
-TABLE i (con_tinu~d) · 
. ' % . % . % 
Total Total Percent Leu co- ·· Haemo._ - Pl as-
Strata Bir~s ~Positiv~ . Positive -tytozoon . proteus medium Others 
3 . 3 2 6:6.6 50.0 5o.o · 
·3 · a 8 •. 100.0 75.0 -25 .. 0 
3 84" 84 ' 100·.0 .· 13.0 80.9 7.1 
. -3 4 . 4 . 100. 0 .100.0 






3 .--- .. ( 
C)- \ ' 
·2 42 11 . 26.2 . -45.5 18.2 9.0 _(3) 
. 2,3,4 9 .l 11.1 . . 100.0 
. '2" 34 21 61.8 81.0 6.1 ~9. 
.• 
.as 33 38.8 66.6 48.5 3.0 . 
. ' . 
3 5 1 20; 0 . . 100.0 
.., ll • . . 
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.... - ,- ~ ' 
... ~- - " 
. . . '· 
. -_: ' .. :. ~ . ~ 
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-· ' ... . 
.~. ·: - ' . . ' . . 
. .. 
. - .· .. _. : 
. . ' 
"-
~ 
Bird and Family .. · 





· Jun_cohyemaUs · 
Junco oreganWT 
Metospiza ti~colnii 
Me Zospiza georgiana 
Me'lospiza me Zodia , 
Passerculua ·s~chensis . 
PassereZ~ iZiaaa . 
Pass.erina anvena 
.. PipiZd eryt~phthaZmus· 
·. Pooeag,t~s ·gmmineu.s 
, ." PiniQp7:g. nnuaZeator _.... 
I'}Jeueti~ ·me ZanocephaZua 
SpizeZ~ ar.borea 
. -. Zonotrichia aZbico~Zis 
'ZonQ_'t.,zoichia ~ucophrys 
Spizet 'La ,passerina. _ ' 
Lo:x:ia Zeucop'f?era · \ J;c:cici CJUr'Virestra 
.: Cai'dinaUs cardinalis 






TABLE I (continued) 
.. % % . % 
Tota 1 Total Percent· Leu co- Haemo- Pl as- · · 
Strata Birds Positive Positive . cyj:ozoon proteus medium Others 
' 1,2,3,4 9 .. 6 66.6 50.0 66.6 
'2",3,4 79 68 86.0 85.3 41.2 1.5 • ... -2 1_290 833 64.6 10.7 23.3 72.9 
-2 194 194 100.0 0.5 . 81.4 8.2 
1 71 38 . 53.5 73.7' 50.0 
1 ~ 7. 6 . 85.7 . . 16.7 83.3 50.0 
1 ,5 16 10 62.5 ' • 90.0 5_0.0 
2 11§ . 100' 87.0 93.0 47.0 
2 99 37 ,37 .4 64.9 21.6 '10.8 
1· 40 . 21 .52.5 71.4 - > 95.2 ' 4.8 
1,2 397 . 326 82.1 90.5 47.9 1.2 
-2 ~ 12 '- . g 75.0 77.8 33.3 
1 26 12 46.2 8.3 . 33.3 50.Q {1) 
1 3 2 66.6 50.0 50.0 
2,3 50 50 100.0 78.0 76.0 
2,4 67 55 82tJ 49.1 67.3 1.8 
3 ·19 15 78.9 100.0 40.0 
1 ,2 ,3 250 192 ~6.8 . 67.7 61.5 2.1 
T,2,3 208 206 . 9.0 43.7 63.6 . - 5~3 
. 3 27 22 81.5 '63.6 . 36.4 
2,'! 13' 7 53.8 71.4 42.9 
2 ,'! 7 4 57.1 100.0 . 50.0 
! 5 5 100.0 {5) . 
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=-.- . ~. 
•, 
' • ' I 
• e • • 
.-·- , . 
·. "-j . 
Bird and Family 
GRUIDAE . . 
· Grus aanadenais 
Total: 
.HIRUNDINIDAE 
· 11tnirundo :Pustiaa 
IridOproane biootora . 
-Total: 
ICTERIDJ\E 
_ . Age Zaius · phoenioeus . 
. Euphagus ayanooephalus _ 
EU-phagus caro l-inus 
Iatel'US bul, t.ockii 
· (luiscal:ua C[Uis_cu1-a 
StumelZa negle~a · . 






·,. Total: · 
,... 
. 
• -· ... i 
. . ~ -
·r--
t ) " 
· . 
. . . .. 





Bird and · Family 
-.. . 
· ' PARULIDAE 
. : . 
· WiZsonia· canadensis 
-
Wi Zsonia pusiZ.l.a · . · 
.. 
Total 
- ' -~: . PHAS'IAN IDAE ' . . 
Lophorty:c caZiforniaq. 
\ 









·' ;-: ·. 
-="' 
•· 
· . PICIDAE 
. -
. Cqlaptes auratus . . 
·. : · .. 
; 
. Co laptes eafero ·. 
· ...... _\.. 
· .. Dendrocopu8 vi ZZ.osua 
. 
,--- Dendrocopua pubescens 
. ' · ;. 'Picoicks aratiaus ·· , 





· ·, .. -. 
·- . ... -. . . 
~- ,::' . . ~ 
.. · :· ... : 
:. : ... :. ·. , : 
, ... . . 




TABLE I ·( continu~d). 
Total Total Percent 
Strata Birds 












'2 ,3 ,4 24 
2,"!,4 25 
2",3 . 5 















































95 •. 8 
95.8 
1.6 
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B~ rd_ and Family -
RALLIDAE 
Fuliaa arneroiaana 
. Gal. Zinu:a ah loroptjS . 
Total: 
SCOLOPACIDAE 




Ezao Zia Tninuti 1, Za 
'£zoeunetea ma:uri 
4 Erolia fUaoiooZZia 
Numeniua- C1J'nt3ricanua 
~umeniua .phaeopua 
· Limoaa fedoa' · 
Lirrrzodromu8 griaeua 
· Tringa flavipea 





.Sitta carol.in enaia 





TABLE I (continued) . 
% ·%· X 
. Total Total Percent Leuco- Haemo-. Plas-
. Strata . Birds. Posfti ve Positive · cytozoon proteus modi urn , Others 
5 4 
5 4 ' 




1 ,5 64 
-:-1 36 
1 ' 2. 
1 2 
1 2 
1 1 . 
. '1 1 
1 2 l 
1 -4 
· .. :""----: 1 ~ 
1 1 . 
·8 88.8 ' . (4) 
, .. 
25.0 25.0 
3,4 ~. 2 
-,_. 
'43 
137 . -a 5.8 25.0 25.0 
' 
2,3,4 3 · 
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.~ .. ~ 
:. ' .1 • •• 
' . 
~ · '; 
: ' 
• I 1'. 
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.. . 
-····. - : · .. -
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~ -,. 
: .. . .; . ~: ... - . 
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I ~ o;: 
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: . ' . ': · .. 
,. ' -··· . . 
• . ;·~~ ·= .-----:;" . . - •. .:; . . 
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?oticrathene whi tneyi 
otus asia. ·. · 
Total: 
· STURNIDAE 
Stianus vu Zgaris 
Total:· 
''svL VI I OA~ 
Regutus catendu.U;z 
. Regutus sa;t;z.oapa 
. Total: 
-TETAAON I DAE 
II . 
,Bonasa wnbe Uus . 
Canachites canadensis 
Dendragapus obsciurus 




... : .·. 
-· . : ::. - ... 
--
. ) 
• TABLE I ( conli_nued) 
.:---
% . % %· 
Total Total Percent Leuco- Haemo- ,Plas- . 
Strata Birds . Positive Positive cytozoon proteus rnodium Others 
3,4 18 
!,4 9 
18 100 . 0 100.0 . 
-3 . 1 
3,4 1 










1 309 ' f69 54.6 60.9 21.9 . 4.7 
1 93 . 46 49.4 37.0 17.4 
1 612 . 249 -40.6' ..... 36.9 '57 .0 30.9 
1 - 354 171 48.3 92~4 1.'8 
' 






. : .... · 
.. ... 
- . ) . 
· .. ' ;:" 
. : 
~. . .. 
•. 
~ '~ ' 
' . ~ . 
' ·. 





~ . ' ,' . 
~ . . 
~-·;=~~- . ' ~ ~ . . ~ ~ . ! . . 
~ - \ 
' . ' .. 
Bird and F~mily _ 
· . . THRAUPIDAE 
-Piranga _olivaoea 
. . ·Pira:nga· Ludoviaian.a · 
.Total: 
· L- TURD IDA~ · 
. Ca:tharus . guttatus 
i ' 
· · Ca:thi:z:Lrus fuscesaens 





- TV RANN I DAE . 
Empi_dona:c fZcwi ventris 
Total: 
VIREON IDAE , . ._ 
ViPeo ftavi frons . 
· Vireo oUvaceus 
Vireo philadelphicus 
Vireo soUtarius · · 
Total: 
< , 
.OVERALL TOTAL: · 
... . 
.. , ~ 
. ,_ __ . -. . 
TABLE I (continued) 
% 
Total Total Percent Leuco- Haemo- Plas-
Strat~ · Birds Positive Posi~ive cytozoon. proteus modium Others 
2,3,4 8 
2,~,4 20 16 
28 16 · 
'> • 
~ . . 
1 " 19 10 ' 
l 19 10 
1 156 12~ 
1 156 . ·118 
1-6(£) 228 165 
. 578 ' . 425 . 
1 115 . 28. 
; : 
115 . 28 
2 
'2 ' 72 '41 
·2 2 . 
' ! 3 1 
. 77 42 











·72. 3 95 .2 
7.3.5 76.2 




. 56 . 9 
33.3 '100 .. 0 
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0 • • • 
slides re~resent a large sallJtlle over ·a wide ge.ograpbic area of 
North Aneri ca. 
. ' 
The other major division- under which the North American 
' .. 
material is studied has been identified as "STRATIFIED". In this· 
section, the · data prese·nted is based on' a system of habi tat 
' " . . 
preferences for the host as designed by· the author (Figure 1) . 
The sys~em was developed. following.an examinati'on of other.. systems 
• ' / . • • • v - • 
which have · ~een .used along similar lines and an exteJ)sive perusal 
. . ~ 
of ttl~ orni~hological literature (particularly Bent, l963 et. seq.) 
. • I 
: to detennine the rtesting sites · and trost comnonly utilized habitats . 
· by the various bird groups. 
' ' 
. ' 
Following the . establishment of the "Stratification System" 
. . 
I .the data on numbers of birds, parasite preva1ence, etc.~ previously 
. "' 
., 
. established in ·Table I,· were compiled and ass1gned its particular 
' 
stratum •. The resu'lts of this comp11ation are reported in Table· Ill 
. , and consti.-tufe the major source of. refe~nce for the "Str~tified 11 
portion of the North American study. 
..__. 
-- ·--
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Str.atification system· uti 1 ized in determfn1ng 
preferred · habit.ats of North Amer;i can bi,- rds. 
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· s~mpl'in.qs of terrestrial birds studied .co'llectively on North America·n · · 
. ' 
• • ? 
· blood parasites. The 37 families and 163 speties ·comprJsing the list · 
• · " . gives a cross- tfon of the ~arious bird. g.roups resident on th~ North 
(." 
• I. • ~ 
Amerf~an Continent ompared ·with an.approximate total of 760 specie~ 
of a-pproximately 6s fa ilies. 
Prior to,this st dy,' one· of the, first ext~nsiveo studies. 
in this part of the world was carried out o~ ducks in .Michfga~ by " 
. '\ . . . , , 
·. 01Roke {1934)-. The first rea1 extensiv·e ·survey on a. variety of · . ... · · 
c . . . ~. 
. . 
wild. birds wa~ undertaken' by Herman (19_35) io. wbich he. examin~d .- · 
6.52 birds in the Syracuse.,, N.Y. ·reg 1 on. Wirth . ( 1944) rePQrted the . ·' 
. ' l I <"-> · 
'1:> inc:i_dence of bloo~. parasites .iri ~a~ut:'e· :~s -~epor~r by ~~rkers"in ,· · ... 
the United States up to that time . . His. work· involved approximately 
_ :. " ' a "'· . ,· a ' ' · •, • 
~ . 




blood. parasites in birds in Algonquin· ·pa·rk over a period 6f 13 years· 
. . ---\ 
t . . , ' . 
fr.om-1947-1959. The ,total birds .examined jn that study ·was 3004~ 
.· ' . .. " . \ 
. , Numero~ other/ studies have been· reported fram· time to time 
and from many parts of the ·world. The·.einphasis, however -lies <in 
.. . ' . . 
. . 
. . .., 
the temperate parts of the ·world1, which according' to· Hennan {1968.} 
. . _:::::::----.. . . . .... ·.· .' . 
is accounte~ for by the fact that there are .a greater abundance· 
: ; ' • • • • • I ~, \ I ~ ' .\ ~' • ~: • ·...., ~ ' 
~f investigators ·in th.ese areas. As often -js the case,· the 
, I :. "". - • • ~ . ' ' 
geographic separation df th~s~ -surv~ys has the effect of making 
. data i~~OIJ!parable. A~othe~ .factor which lf'mits t~e ~a.lue ad-.· 
0 .. ., ••• ; 
.. . ,> . 
. . _...,...,... 
. . 
•' · . . 
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. surveys is the relatively small. samplings, thus resuJ.~.tng in 
• • • • t' • i .. 
~ ... ,., ~ - . ' 
· n~gative findings, o~. g'iving insuf.fi ci~nt data ·~f.or si gni f.i cant 
. compa ri sons • . . 
, ' ... o I , ' 
The ove~all infect~n rate .of 55.6% reported in Table I 
~ 
is an interesting one and deserves ~SOme further connrent·. ·. 
.. .. . ' . 
' Q. ' • • .. , 
.. Wirth (1944 )'reported an incidence ·of blood parasite~ ) 
1n his .study as .13.;7%. · Huff.t(f932)"reported A parasite· in.~·1je~ce" 
, . • /:> l ' I I 
ot'.27% amongst a total of 967 birds. A study, in. some ways sim.ilar 
• \ 0 • \ • • • 
30 
· . to the pr~.sent on~, condlJc.te'd ih Algonq~in Park .(Bennett a~d Fallis., 
. " 1~60) s~~ws ~n·~fecdon rate of 49%. ijood a~d· Herma~ {19421 . . 
o 0 I 
. 
... 
. " \ 
repor.ts·. 48.2% infection in l,S25-birds covering 112 sp. ·In 
) .. t:1 • .. 
revi-ewing. t .he bloo9 smears harboured at the WHO. Center a~ · Memorial 
• . ,r . 
. • .. . . • . . . Ill( 
Uni~erS'ity of.N~wfoundland, Bennett and _-Laird {1973) established 
~ . . .. . 
that· 72% of the bi~ds had one or more ·parasites, A. further .survey 
.. 
. • . 
·.conducted by Bennett · {1'972) on the birds of Labrador reports a 
I • . () ~ . 
()• I I • 0 '> :> 
. · 60% infect.ion level •for the Churchill Falls region and ·28% for the 
,. ' . . 
Gqose Bay area. Pas.seriform birds .of insular Newfoundland (Bennett 
. . .. " 
. . 
and Laird, 1973) are shown to have an overall infection rate of 
ao .. 90% • 0 
:) . - , · ~- : . Although the levels of .in.fec~ions reported vary over 
. ~- ~. ·quite.~~. txtensive ra~ge~ . it d~es ·gfve· strength to -~he · ide·a th~t 
: No'rth ~rica ·doe~ ·ha.ve a. sign.ific~nt 1vian blood ·par~site. problem. 
' ( , · 
.. 
. . . 
. Whethe·r ·o·r not the statis~ic detailed in Table · r;r those cit~d.above 
' I 
·'' ·, .... 
. 
. • • I • • • • 
. , . 
. . · 
.. . 
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are' true indicationsoof the overall -problem will only"be ·answered 
- ~ ' 
following '!lore tes.t1ng u~ing larger sample sizes. 
' ' /) ~ .. . \ ' 
The specific para~ite infection's (Table I) shows a 
. re lilt i ve·l y sma i 1 difference between the Leuaoayto~oon and . 
. . #. .. 








Haemoprote-uS prevalence in the infected birds (-43% compared with 45 .. 7%). · 
. 
I I 
The 'figure (20%) . gi~en for Ptaamodium woul~ ~ppear to ·be teason~b)y · 
• - • _..j ~ • 
sound and generally accepted. in_ light of. other .. published reports~ ·! · 
' I • 
Bennett- and Fallis (1960) report lB.2% .PZaamodium. infection~ whi le· 
Wood and Herman (1 .942) gives the figure of 19.9·% - in.fe~tion . 
The Le~aoaYtozoon and Haemo~roteus infections, as 
.determined from the.- llterature, are not as consistent .in their 
. -
re~or~ing. Bennett and Fallis (1960) shows .the incidence of · 
• I 
"' 
ieuaoa,Ytozoon as approximately 64% when ·compared with only -25.8% of -· 
the birds having·a H~emoppoteua infection. · Wood a~d Herman (1942) · 
- . 
report~d 44.5% _pf the infecte~ birds had Haemoproteus and . 
Leuaocyt~zoon accounted for 34.4%. Bennett, Campbell,- Cameron 
'u "' . • • ' • • 4t T 
- . (in press) noted that 92% ·of the infected Newfoundland passeriform 
• • 0 ' .. • 
birds posses~d species _f!T--n~6oaytozo~ fihe~as-. only -3.7 . 5%. ~arbo~;~r~d -: · 
. ' . --- - -- i .· . ; ; ' . . - ... 




' I' • . ' 
Huff (1932) point's out~ that th~ : most ·conmon. parasite of 
bir<ls. belong to . th~ genus' -Haer:roproteua. ~erman (1963) states . . 
. . .. , . . 
. -
that Leu~oaytozoon appears to be the most important parasite ih 
'~ • t I ~ -
.the An~tidae. lt -is also .'a widely acc~pted f~ctJby w~rkers in the 
- • • • • ,l 
. 1: 
. ~ ' ;. 
I • ~ ' ·, ' • 
· ···field ·that·. iiaerrr;prote~ is a con.tx)n pa;,asite of the_ Colunbiformes 
f. 
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32 
'~rticularly _ CoZurri:Ja Livia, C~lifornia_ quail, ducks and grouse. 
' . . . 
· From these few examples .it -would appe~r that an attempt at 
establishing commOn parasites . of specific birds ·or bird groups 
. • . ? 
represents a monumental task, at least with·these two m~or 
I 
parasitic protozoa. ~any a~ditional factors, such as avai.lajlility 
of vectors, suitable .climatic conditions and detai.ls of the local , · 
environmental situationQare instrumental in the eventual production 
of answers regarding this problem. 
' ' . 
1t is apparent (Table I) that certain fami 1 ies are not 
. . 
only more susceptible to · infection than others, but also more 
prone to s:pecific parasite ' infections. ·This p~jn.t is particular:-ly 
. ·.... . . . . . ~-- .- . . 
true when the families ·represe11ted by reasonabl-y~ .. 1arge sa111Jle sizes 
' . . 
· are consid~red {figure 2)_ •. · The ~ar diagram illustra:t~s :that the · 
. . . , 
major Passerine families, Frin~il)idae. lcteridae, Parulida~ and 
Turdidae, are· highly susceptible families for the avian hemato~~a. 
• I 
The Ploceidae and Columbidae.are not considered at this time 
because the· total number of birds reported for these~ groups comprises 
a · srila 11 nurrber of spe'Ci es; 
';:J . 
The preval~nce of the specific par~sites lfigure J) , is 
. . ' 
presehted for the six major bird families under stud~. These b1rd 
. . 
groups are considered as "inajor11 , in that they represent 87~5% of 
- . ' 
. 
the ·total birds examined • . · 
• r_ ~ .. 
. The Fringillidae are . observ~d .as· being fairly consiste~t 
. . ' ~ • - I I ~ 
in its Haeroprooteus ( 44.8%) and· ieu~oa:Ytozo~ ( 42. 8~-) i n.~~ns 
/ , I \J f· 
. ···) -:,/. -- I 
' .·· 
. ·.· . . 
. . i ' .· 
• • , J 
. r '. . 
- ·. · ~-· - 4. -:--
. . .· . ...- ' 
- . -
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Parasite ·pre·vale~ce of tbe major bird. famii'i s 
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A. comparison of ·prevalence. of 
· .. Leuoo.cytoa'Oon, · Haemoproteus and PZasro9J,wn 





· . · · in six bird familie·s: · · · 
Anatidae, Fringi-llidae, · Icteridae, ·Parulidae, · Tetraonidae ~and Turdidae · 
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. ·' . 
as weJ_l as possesSJi.ng the highest rate of PZ.asrrrJdium infection. · 
The Anatids, Icter1ds and fri .ngilHds' are co11ectiyely respon~ible 
for ,.approximately. 80% ,of the total Haemi:>rroteus infection. Similarly, 
ij • • . 
. • . 
the major percentage of the Leuaoaytozoon .infection is concentrated 
~ . . ~ . ' 
in four families namely, Parulidae, Turdidae, Tetraonidae and 
I 
Fringill i dae. 
A closer examination of Table. I· show~ .that within partjcuJar 
bird fami 1 ies the parasi.te preval.~nce varies from species to species~ . 
. . . 
, r • 
In the I-cteridae, for example, Agelaius phoeniaeua represented by 
. .. 
a total of 708_bird~,.had an infecti.on rate of only 13.7%'whereas, 
· 643 ·Icterus buZloakU had a parasite preyalence of 100%. _More 
. 
sign,ificant than the overall prevalence in the latter species is 
the point that 94.3% of the infected ~i rds harboured Leuaoaytozoon. 
· Similar: finc;Jings are' n'oted within most of ·the bird fa~ilies, 
i . e .. specific ,parasites were more common in some spE!~ies and not .~ 
. . . 
in ot_h~rs: For examp 1 e, 72.9% of the infected Cazrpodaaus pUPpU!'ef!.B 
, I 
· harboured PLasmoditln,. whereas · the remainder of the Fringi 11 i dae 
- . . 
possessed very low levels of the ·parasite and in a number of cases 
' • I ' . • • • ~ · • 
it was c'~mpletely abse~t. Generally 'the Parul idae exhibit a hi~h · 
. ', ~ . 
level of Leuaocytozoon, with the other two hematozoan species being 
f \ • -
re~atively scarce. Speci~s of Raemoproteus were es·peciall_y comnon 
- . 
in the woodpeckers, some sparrows, blac~birds and ducks, but· .rare 
. . 
or absent in the Paridae, warblers •. gee~e a~d flycatchers; · Th~ 
' ·! 
. . : ' . · .. 
.. 
~ · 
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four Passert familie-s are: observed (Figure 2) to have .an ·infection 
.. .....s 
• I 
rate which is markedly h.igher than that of the overall aver.age · · 
(Tab1e II) and greater than the six families taken collectively,· 
.. . . 
as described previously. On the basis of these observations; much 
. . 
• 
of the 'specific .data in the stratified portion .of the North American 
study has been designe.d around the four Passerifornn families, i ... e. 
~ . ·, 
· Fringillidae, Icter1dae, Parulidae and Turd1dae. · 
I I 
TABL; II 
' . ' 
• •'' 
36 
' Comparison of total birds and parasite prevalence in three different . 
. . . bird groupings. 
. \ 
., \ . * * 
~ * 
% . %. % 
Total Tot·a 1 "Percent Leu co.. Haemo- Pl as-
Birds Positive Positiv.e .. cxtozoo.rr. li_roteus modium 
Total of 4 
. '· 
Passerine . 
Families (Fig.2) 6730 ·4495 .' 66.8 49.3 · 18-~1 ' ' ' 44.0 
Total of 6 
' -Families (Fig.3} 12559 I 49.1 18.0 6979 . 55.6 46.0 
Total Families 
as per Table I 14360 7984 . 55.6 43.0 45.7 15.9 
. I 
. . 
(po~itive) birds. \ 
':-
*Infection ~ates .presented are p~4ents of infected 
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The bi rds]p~sented · in Table I 'are kno_wn to vary in their 
. . 
habitats· and ·nesting sites. This fact, along)'lith ~he apparent 
differences in the rate~ of infection and pa~asite prevalence, forms 
, ' I • 
the basfs for this portion of the North /Weri can results. Wi th these~ 
two points )n mind; a s~rati~ication. system was design,(Figu~e 1) . 
in .an attempt to place the birds in their most susceptible location· 
for infection within the woodlana and marsh en vi rontrents. 
Habit~t · selec.tion is ~resented .(Figure l) as a function o.f 
vertical stratification in ·the wood·land (coniferous and deciduous) . 
and marsh environments. · Strata 1 is intended to include all birds 
which nonnally nest at the grou.nd level in the woodland envir~nrrent • . 
Thus the designation- (0-1 ft.) would include the grount~ cover and 
low bushes found at this leve·l. Strata i (2 .. 10 ft.) takes. in the 
level which is usually occupied by birds ·nesting in the shrubs · and . 
1~ tree levels up ~o 10 f~. Strata 3 includes .the mid canopy levels ' 
. ' 
37 . 
·· · ('11-25 ft.) in the forest ehvironrrent.· Strata 4 is designated as the 
• I . 
·top canopy (25 ft. and upward) a~d would include those birds whlch · 
- . 
. I 
frequently nest' in the tree ;tops. ·~ 
Strata 5 and 6 are ·assigned to the marsh ·envi ronrrent and · 
can be considered as e'quivalent to Strata 1· and 2 of the woodland -
. ,. . . 
enviromrent in as far as the· vertical stratification is concerned. 
Specifically, ·strata 5_ reprE:sents the area in .which birds are found· 
. nesting in .the low bushes on the 'marsh sur;face. Similarly, Strata 6 
. . . . . , . . ·, . 
would include the shrub ~abitat besi.de wa~er. in '~he marsh environirent. · 
>" 
' I 
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'~ ' ' The _system was· conceived after much study of the nesting · 
sites and habitats frequented. by th~ bird groups_ as reported in the 
litera.ture by Bent (1963) ·and Godfrey .(l966); Personal t01T111unication 
' 
with Bennett. and Herman and a -perusal of~ similar system used by 
Bennett (1957) in ,his study on the genus hotooalUph~:ra were of 
- . 
' r ~ ' ' 
tremendous help in· the fi~al con?truction ·of the system. 
A 1 though this -s.ys/e~ can be cri ti ci zed for itS· breakdoWn' 
. I . 
where various :birds_ tend to overlap· in more 'than one level,- it is 
. . -
felt that in the main, the model can be su~stantiated by literature 
' . 
rep?rts . and field observations. Its prima~ function ljes in the . 
.. . . . 
fact •that it does. provide a framework with'in which the avian ' blood 
·- l 
· par~site ;problem can -be studied systematically. The implications 
of this type of approach must ultimately· be conside~ed in the . 
. -
light of the feeding behavior and habitats of t~e vectors. ' {This 
latter point is expanded in the Newfoundlan~ Section-of Results~) 
' . . 
Each of·the species fitting a particular stratum was 
groUped (according to-Fig~re 1) with other members of, its fam~ly _ 
at · its preferred level · an~ presen_ted in Table. III. This ~Pf:lF®Ch \ 
. . ' t 
ena,bles the study of nesting sites (assurood to be critical locations 
for infection). of the ~irds as well _as.the distribution of the 
parasite prevaience throughout its natural .habi~at. {n situa~ions 
. ~ z.' . . "' • • . • • . . 
where ~irds were rep.orted t~nest 'in several strata, the one seJected- · 
represents the preferred habitat as· det~rmined from literature . 
reports -and direct -observations made by· ornithologists in.·the f1e1d." . 
to 
'\ ' •I 
~ >iii', 
. ,\ 
-1 ·' r 
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' Parasite_ prevalence of orth Amarican bird fami.lies u~ilizing the strata ·system. 
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. _ ~ VIREONIDAE . -. 
Total: • 





. • · 9 STRI~IDAE SYLVIIDAE 
THRAU~IDAE 
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: ·Total: ' . 
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TABLE IIi (continued) 
% . - % 
Total Total Percent Leuco- Haemo- % Plas-











549 509 ·" 
60 25 
2 
·28 18 - , 
' 21 
3 .. 1 


















57.1 / 75.0 
25.00 100.0 
99.0 12.2 79.6 
20.0 100.0 
85.1 81.'3 51 ,.2 
8.3 33.3 
100.0 T.3 94.3 
79.4 .. .. 86'. 4 - 41. 0 
92.7 . 1.6 
41.7 8.0 100.0 
&4.3 
33.3 
,85 . l · 
100.0 
100.0 
26.3 f 51.7 







-11. r ·-, 1 100.0 - '"' ~ 
61.3 ·. - 1.8 
87.5 62.5 
82.1 ' \ 49 .. 1 
. 88.9 21.9 
0.-
57 .1 12.5 - 81.3 6-.3' 
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TABLE III ( continue'd) 
,, 
Total .Tota~ Percent 
Birds'" Positive Positive 
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; % I .. %- %. 
Leuco- · Haemo.,.. Plas-
Cl::tozoon eroteus · inodium 
• 6 
32.5 -. 68.1 
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.It is ·,evident . (Table Ill} that Strata 5 and 6 are .. less ·. 
• .., J •• • 
w!fll ~epres~nt.ed than. t-h~ other: four strata ,in term~ of bird fa~ilies. 
• ..• I . 
. . I 
-· )t i_s . further noted; that. the presence .of the Anati qae in the ··marsh 




• 0 I 
,. -' . bird~., and parasites." ~~·cause · of ~he di~1;jnguishing lfa~tors of 
st--.:ata 5 and 6, the~ are . omi~ted_ from the ge~e\"al dils~uss.ion • 
.. . . ·. . . . ~ . . I . 
invol vi~g the_ ~ul k of the . birds wh1_ch oc~ur . in . the loodl and enyi.·ronment.· 
Althou.gh th~~e ·are . ~~ny · l~s~ bi. r~s ~ported· for_ Strya 6 - ~Tabl~. III) as 
compared tc) Strata 5, the .figures coniprising this study in'd-icates· 
. ·, . . . - n.' I 
. . . • . I . 
a heavier .infection rate for those ·bfrds whose nests ' are elevated 
, . in the .marsh ~nvi ronment. . · . . : .·· .' . . · . . / . . 
• Q I 
There is an apparent -higher incidenGe of ~'load parasites. 
. ' .. . . . . . ' . . ~ , I 
in the. Fringillids,,lcteri~s • . Par~ids and Turdids. These groups. 
'" ! . . . . . ' . . ' 
' ~ are .. ~~Setved as ~~.l.i to fiave representative~ _in .Jn<?S~ Of t~e -~~r~ta 
.' a • - • 
..  
• 
' ' ... 
within : the~stem. The?'Frin.gillidae, as mentioned earlier, are 
. • . / 1 . . • • . ~ 
. . . ~ . • . . 'I . . . 
furt.her noted for ·the:. fact that they are relat~vely consistent in 
' . . 
'its _inddence ·of ~nfection throughout all lev~~s <?r strata· . 
.. 
·In order to bette~. eva) uate. ·the hyp·o~hes is' ~hat ·a · 
stratifi catio~ does exj.st ·among the . various birds reported ·i'n the 




' - ' 
0 
\ 1 ° ~ • 
strata. system,. Figure 4a ·was constructed to compare the incidence 
• • •• • • •• lo. • • • ' ,. • 
. . . I . 







·r· & Q of infection ·wit.hin St~ata ., - 4. . . . ., . ~ ,/" The· grap~ (-Figure 4a) s~ows a definite · trend towa-rds a .· I -·~; ;' . . I . ' 
. ·'I . 
1.0 
. 
•, I _. 
. · . 
. . ~ 
: . ~
• 4 • • ' 
• i 
: 
. . ~ ~/~ 
· heavier : <!oncentrati qn ·of. ·infected· birds ·;n 'the mid canopy levels 
• ~ . • 1 ~ I "' ' • ' 
.- .:and p·articu1~rly .StrAt~ 3 . . Sev·e~al stati~tk~l t~sts (Ch·i~Square 
·.. : . 
: . • ~ f .: - • • • • • • • • • • • .. ... 
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· (a) Overall infection rate for all bird families occuP.ying 
' strata 1, ?' 3 and 4. 
. . 
. . .· 
·(b) Infection rates of .four passerine families · 
{Fringillidae, Icteridae, Parulidae and Turdi~ae) 
_.: --·-~-at-e~ta. · 
. . ~ . 
- -
. (c) Compari.son of a1'1 bird famili~s and all families 
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-·- TUROIDAE 
... 
·_..;,.. All •lrd famlllee 
-:--:-All llrd P• millet 
· Mlnu• Pauerln•• 
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and T-Test) also verified that there was statistical difference 
between· Strata 1 and 3, ·2 and 3, 1 and 4, and 3 and 4 -at the .05 
confi den~e leve 1. .Thus, ~he. expected trend was shown to be 
. ' . 
statistically significant. 
· · · · ~ The res~l t of the trend estab 1 i shed in Figure 4a and £1 
·, st-atistical tests perfonred on .the data also supports ,similar 
• ' -• ' ' I ' J 
results obtained, previously in Algonquin Park. Bennett and Fallis 
(1960) suggest that it is more ·than a mere coincidence that birds 
.._ with the hi ghes~ . in'~ d~nce of Leuaoaytoz~on 4sual.lyJest at heights 
· five or more feet above- the ground, where many woodl nd species of 
.. . . . ... 
' . 
ornithophilic simuliids are known to feed. ~~bsequently, many of 
the birds with low incidence nest on or near the ~round .. ~ Bennett 
' t~ 
. . 
. ' (1960) further ·supports his previous view by noting that his 
. ' 
' 
_tabular results clearly poi.nt . out that most of the woodland s~ecies 
. . ~ . . ' 
,· 
of ornithophilic Dipte~a · feed on birds ·sev~ral feet .above the groun_d 
level. 
I' 
. . . 
. As · t~e data u~ilized.in-co~structing Figure 4a is fairly 
heavily'witghted with·birds of the.four Passer.ine l families . (Table II) 
.it was feltJha~· additi.onal ana~ysis.(Fig!Jre 4b)\ould be u~~f~;l . --. 
in studying the adherence .of_ trese birds t~_,- tne .. pveral~ pattern\ · 
, L j ' r 1 ' 
It is observ!i!d (Figure 4b) that with ttie .exception of tile T1urdfdae, -
• ' • I 
. . / \ \ 
whi ~h were no~ represen-ted in Strata 3 · and 4:, the other . t~ree groups 
. . . . ,.. • . ! \ • 
demonstra~ a definite· trend towards maximum infection in the mid · · ' 
. . canopy l~~el of the system£ 
. -~ ' 
I , .. , 
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· ~ · 
l . 
The .downward trend ·;n t;he Turdidae, ·from Strata 1-to 
: Strata 2~ may hav~ been influenced by. t _he fact that the only 
. I 
.· spe_cJes of that family in this study which was designated a habitat 
··ather than Strata 1 was Tuz:odus migrato;ri:u8. ' . 
·, To. furth~~ test the hy~othesis that the majority of. the 
birds be core infected· iri ~he ~;'d canopy levels, it was demonstrated 
(Fi:gure 4c) t)lat whEm the Icteridae, Parulidae, Fringi.lli~ae and · 
6- • .. • 
·TUttlidae are removed from th~ total birds comprising the present 
· study, a close cor;elatfon' still ex.ists .with the in~ti~l trend . · · 
• • , f - •• 
. . . . 
· established in Figure 4a. This infonnation is supported by Bennett 
' . . . 
45 
1 . 
.. (1960) in ·whi.ch he noted. that the prire _ve.~tor~ for the transmis~io~ . 
• • • t •• • • 
·r 
o~ Leuaocytozoon and'Haemoprot~us are also pr~minent at -this level. · 
0 
In .. his study, he observed'th·a~'-the ornithophilic flies COlAld be 
classified into . one' of two habit~ts, narely the lakeshore and mid 
leyel~ of t~e forest. ·The lattew·habitat is known to harbour the , 
' ! 
• sped fi c v~ctors for ~he 'two hemat_ozoon groups menti_oned above·. · 
.. . ----
1 , ... _,...... 
. . . ------
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Prior to the present study, the feeding habits of the 
adult .:Simuliidae in NeWfoundland were virtually ~nknown·.- Previously · 
· ~he ~nly major. s.tudy area in which work . was conducted on the 
~ ornithophi 1 ic Diptera in North Am.erica was in Algonquin Park by 
Bennett and fallis (1960) ·. Bennett (1960) and Gollini (1970)·. 
.! 
Since 1970 there has been considerable research conducted 
on the Jimuli idae in Newfoundland •. Pickavance et at . . ( 1970) 
condUcf-•~ a s~udy io whichsomo of thollewf~un,dland ~pocios o{ 
. . .; . 
mosquitoes and blackflies have been 'identified. lewis -and Bennett 
{1973) present an extensive"rec6rd .-:on the Simuliid larvae and 
pupae population of the Island. :·· nie results of a four-year survey 
. . . 
of the blood parasites of the passerfform birds of the Avalon · 
Peninsula of Newfoundland has only recently beEm completed 
. ' 
(Bennett et al. in press). 
The pres·ent program of .' research 'was designed to· establ·ish · 
whether.:the prevalence and distribution of. the parasites, hosts 
' • • I 
.r 
arid vectors support conclusions of the s~udies of infectidns in 
• I • ' ' ' 
North Ame_rican" birds ~ Thus the feeding . behav_ior .of t _he 
orn1thophilic Diptera· are stuaied with 'a view to obtaining data on 
the -vector potential as ~·:It relates. to the various ·groops of avian· 
• • f ' .. • 
. . . 
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An exte~si on of the main function of the thesi s·· was to 
' . ' 
. ·. · coJl,Jare the ' 1 oca 1 Newfoundland results with the data presented "\ 
' . . . . . 
_earlier _in the North American . ~ectic;m. It i.s· assumed . .that certain_· . 
• ~ J ' .... 
of th~ patterns e~tablished in Nortn America as a·whole, _e.g. · .. · . 
stradfication, host preference, habitat selection, should have an 
application to the i~land of Newfoundland. · · 
I : 
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. Map of Northeast Avalon ·peninsula 
. showing location· of the three testiri.g sites: 
· . (l) Manuel• s ·River 
·. 
f .,. ' • I' , 
(2) ·Pi ckavance Creek · 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
. . 
. The fi,eld wor~ for this _study was conducted during the .. 
oo • ' • ' I 
.summeors of 1970, 1971 and 197£ in· three general areas {Figure 5.) 
on the Avalon Peninsula ·region of Newfound~and w'ithin an approximate 
... . - •• - • .j ' • • 
radius ·. of · i6-32 km. from the Memorial University Campus in St. John's. 
• • 7 
A. ·DESCRIPTION OF TESTING· AREAS \ 
I. Picka·vance Creek .. 
- .. --
The~ major portion Jof the research was conducted in ~he 
. ' . , . I 
Pickavance C':eek area {Pickavan.ce eta~., 1970; Lewis ·and . Bennett, 
1973; Bradbury .and Bennett, 1974;) whi~h is located approximate~y 
. . 
.16 km. west of St. John's on the margins of the Trans Canada Hig_hway~ 
This stre~m and its environs has been extensively described by 
Lewis {1_973); ' Lewis and Bennett (1973); Bradbury {1972); and Bradbury 
and Bennett (19?4). 
• .. • J J 
.The stream f1 ows throug·h the forest in. the area which 
' •. b .. • • . 
. . 
50 
provides an excellent sheltered location for. collect;ng 
. . . ' ' ~ . ~·.: ' ' .'· . 
·ornithophil i c Jl ies. Several sites were tested · (u~i lizing bait birds 
. an'd sweep ~ets) alo.ng the.st-~am prior'to the sei~·~tion .of :a 
. . . 
I ' ' • 
."p~·':~nent II testing Sitr On the· ba~iS -~~ 1. abundance Of ·. 
ornithoph.ilic simuliids .. _?. accessibil'fty . . 3. shelter from wind. 
A second testing ~ite withfn..the P.fckav~~ce Area referred · -c :· 
!I· 
to as the "Knoll" was tes'ted on . a' nunber .of· occasions to cq~Jl>are 
· , r , 
I • ' , 
. r , .: . 
' - . 
. ~· ·. . .•. 
f . ':. • 
. ' . . , ~ . . 
· , . 
• r . . • ,'•. 
' ' . ·, .. 
' ' - ' ·; . ·~ . '· . \ ol • • • 
" 
.. .. . 
' q 










these res~Jlts with the "permanent:site" w~ich was located 
. .. l 
appro-ximately 100 m. away. The major phy.si cal di'fferences ~etween 
the two· was that the 11permanent site 11 ·was within 2 rri. of 'the stream 
. - ., . 
and was slightly _below the level of the hfghwaywhere~s the 11knoll 11 
' . 
wa~ _at a much higher elevation (20 m.·) above the road and a 
considerable distance from the stream. 
· II.., Manuel.'s River 
Mynuel• s River 1 ies approximately 4.8 km. ·west ·of the 
, . . . . 
Pi ckavance on the Trans Canada Highway and has s1mil ar vegetation 
to the latter area. r The ·darmiing and enlargement of Thomas Pond 
· has· left the . testing site; utilized in· the Manue.l•s Ri~er area, 
. ~ . 
as nothing more than an · overflow fr~m the pond, ~hich, during the 
. . -
study.was frequently. reduced to a trere trickle. ,The overall area" 
' . 
was less heavily_ forested than the Pi c.kavance area, had fewer· . 
streams and was markedly influenced by win~s ~lowing~ off Thomas ·Pond~ 




"' . . 
' • . Cape St. Francis was the third ~jo1:-- area tested i.n , 
this study and in contra-st to the other two was significantly 
'' • • I 
-different in practically ·all of its aspects. ·The· area .·is located 
. . · : 
appr~ximate'ly 32, km. narth of ~he university campus, overlooking· ~ " 
' . 
. . 
the North Atlantic Ocean. It has been de~cribed (Benn.ett ~t_ a~. ·· ~: l-974) 
. as a 11Marfne" barrens situated on high rocky bluffs with e~tensive. 
gla~i~l - tiils at the base.··· The vegetation o~ the region consists 
• . . • .J 
mainly of short' 0.dense, wind-deformed conifers in. sheltered hollows' 
t . . "'. . . . . . . . . . . . . - . 
. . / 
.,· . 
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and a ground· cover' of:~_grasses and heaths inte·rspersed with many 
. . ~-;.., . - -· . . . . . . 
exposed areas. The ~_climatic conditions can be generalized as one · 
in which it 1 s directly influenced by high winds and frequent 
foggy p'eriods·. the streams and._'marshes in the region are minimal. _ ~· 
Uti 1 izati on . and physical characteristics of the four 
areas are sunmarized in Table IV. 
; ... - ·-~-·---. ·::. .. _-... __ 
. ,_ 
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- TABLE IV 
. ~ ~ . 
0 
"Comparison. of. Testing and Physical. Feature's ·_g_f- ·th~e N~wfoundland Test ~~s. 
- -
PICKAVANCE-CREEK · · . 'MANUEVS 'RIVER CAPE ST.- FRANCIS 
, . 
. 





Stream ·in Area 
·Knoll· 
100 ni. froin 
St'ream 





.. Aver.age Tefl1)erature**.< 
t • ~, 
Tota1 N~ Days . Tested 
•' 
Test Method 
· No~ Flies collecied 
from . Bai~ Birds 
\' . .· . 





. s~ . 
Pre-selected · Portable 
. · Tree! Hoist • . "Hoist 
. 89 
'· . . 
~ 3.2 . . : 2.8 
.. 
·stream fluctuated, : 









. I . 
108 
• 2 '3 .· . .. . ' 








· Portable Hoist 
54 
. ,. 
. . l.4 
Collecting ri~s· . 1800-220.0. . 1800-2l00 1800-2200 hours · · . · 1800-2200 4lours 
. . . . . ) · . ~. • hours · · . : hours · 
. .. .,, ,. 
.. * _ · N~l~ . of test days ·fog enco~tereCi, compa~ed .with tota·l 'test day~. 
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B. COL:LECJION TECHNIQUES . 
. . ~ . . ·. . . . 
.I. -Genera 1 
" 
, • • ... tao .. 
• • ,'• J • • ~'.. • I f -
At the ~initiation·· of the st~dy, the teGhniques descri~ea 
. . "" ' ' . 
by Ben_nett (lg~o~·· for the·. colle.ction of o.rnit~ophi1i.c'bit~ng f~ies•, 
. . . . . 
~ we';e .. ·appl ieti . to the. pr~t · ij.e~ti ga~i on ... ·-M~n~r lrihdi :.i cations 
during the first season, h~ver, were necessary. to ~ccommodate 
. ' . 
the. local condi.tions. The rrodificat"ions·were: t•. Al most total 
elimination of ground testing, -~hich yielded statisttcally 
. .I ' . 
• insigniffcant nuJrbers of ·ted .'flies 2. · Restrjctio~ of collections 
, 
to the forest and stream habitat .as opposed to the lakeshor~ habitat_ 
.p· • a , "-. 
which wa·s tested in Bennett's study .3, Bantfm hens were th.e mai.n 
t ' • ' ' I • D •\ , ,J "" ,1 
bait· birds uti i ized by the a~ther whereas" Bennett made use Jlf . 
. • ,.. I I . . . ~ ' ~ 
o ' t: ' ' • I 
diverse bird .speCies . which were .kept in captivity. (In the present. 
' • I -r- • I ' • . 
·study this pr~cedure .was ~ot.u~ed·-because of lack of facilitjes) .. : ··. 
.  . . .. : 
. . 
· .4. The·height above ground utilizeg for · collections .of fed flies 
. ... . . . ' ..... 
' I 
was sqme~hat lower_ than that tn Algong~i~~~ark~ " • • , . l 
In .each of the tes.t areas , an attempt was made to selec"'f a 
I r • • 
r, • 




• • f 
. ., .. . . . . . J 
, .. tree for· the--elevation· of the birds to the appropriate leve·l for t .He· 
,. ..... • • • . , - . I \. 
. ... attraction of the ·ornithophilic fl:ies. The only ·case in ~hi<:;h · a 
·· suit~ble tr~e co~ld be' sele·~·ted for consistent testing was the 
• - • • • r>, • 
p·; ckavance 11pe~~nent 11 site.· the · othe~ ·areas . required t~e use of 
. 'a port-able :·hoi'~t (~igur~ 6) .. whi~h w~s -~onst~~ct~d f~r thJ.s p~rpose. 
: It 
·' ' 
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-· 
~igure 6. 
. . c. 
Portable Hoist, utflized for elevation of bait birds in test areas. 
~Scale ·i-llustrates the dirrens-ions· of -the· apparatus) 
~-' , . . 
. . . . ' ... ~· 
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II._. Simuliids and Cerattrp,ogonids I 
. ·Bantam h~~s whi~6 - ha . d p~oved to be successful ba&.birds ·· 
elsewhere (Bennett 1960;. Smith .1966) were used successfully for 
the att_raction of -the orni:tho_philic ~imuli'ids . anfce~atopogontds.' 
\
At. differe-nt interv~l~ _duri.ng the study· period ·ducks wer~ .also 
· introduced - a~ bait'birds. 
Collec.tions·of ornithophilic hematop_hagou·s flies were · 
·: essentiaily as described by Bennett.(l960) • .- nie birds were he.ld 
' ' ' ~ ' 
-~_n .wooden· frame~or~ cag~s of 12 J n c~es cube, covered· by he~ vy 1 · 
.. 1nch IIESh. The heads· of the b.i rds wer;e. covered by chamois hoods, 
whi~h kept ' the -birtls relatively mOtionless and pre~ented the 
,:feedin·g flies · from be,ing _ d·(slo~ged or · devoured. · As _a n·~mbe~ of 
' . '"' • . 
. ' 
. . birds were ' kept _on hand (pr,imari ly females ~e'cause they ~re· more 
:do~ile)_," birds' were - ~eldom. u~ed' ·on :tw~ ·.successive days ' to _a,void' 
excessive stres~. on any one. · 
' ' I 
. , D~~~ng ~round c~~lections the expos~~ cages containing 
5~ 
• !I • 
. ' 
.... •' 
. ' ' 
... 
, . .. ~ . . . . ,• 
the birds ·were placed on ·.2 . foot squares · of plywood -at the .test sites. 
. ' ! ' . . . ' . ' ' ' 
. The birds were exposed for 20 :_ 30 _. mi.nutes, foll~wing whi~h-_ they. · 
., . 
' ,.' . I 





. . , , 
.... : _:.~·~er.e covered~ f.! :a . co.ll~~t-ing ~~-ge! • The. co~l-ect~~g ~ag~ 'con.sis.~ed f-
. 'of a .wooden. ~ramewdrk of 2 .feet ' c~b~, cover~d wjth nylon ~creen (60 
. .... - . . . -
• ! 
-~s-he.s to th~ inch) ·a~ five ~ides, leavi.ng the .. bcit.tom open. Weather . 
'· . ' . ' . . . . . . ' . -.. ~-
' stri pp:ing, · glued to the bottom frame· of the cage, formed a · t .i ght . ·· 







. . . . . - ' . .. 
~irds ~~~e __ l~~~r - ~hese -·~oHecting cages .f~r - 20- c- 30 minu~e~ , , ... .. 
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57 ~ . 
after .which .ti!OO t_he engorged flies were collected •. Flies wer_e· 
colle~ted, using aspirators\ through a sleeve ,at the top ·of the, · 
·- ' . . . . , ' . ,, ' ' . 
,cag~ (Figure 7). ,t • 
' & I ,. , 
Slight modifications of the procedure were ·requi red when 
. ' · 
• • .. .. ' - 0 
I • • ' . • • . " . 
· · collecti_ng ' flies from different h~_ights • .. Th.e .birds, ~n the exposure · 0 • •• • 
, . 
. cages, were raised to the des1 red he·; ght (generally 15 feet) by a 
. simpl~ ' i-ope and puHey system~ prev1ously seF to the-t~e : A four · -, 
point · atta,chrrent of two. ropes to the exposure cage prevented it from · · · 
sp~nning lin -the air. The cages _were raised to the.:·.·desired he i'ght . in 
,.. ... ... 
. :.f . 0 • : 0 
. ·approximately ten sec~nd~ and· lef~ there fpr -20 - 30 minutes • . 
. ·. . . . , . ,..-:•' 1' . 
F~llowing this they were lowered carefully to the plywood squares 
. . ~ -.. 
/ ' . • · i~· 
and the engorged flies collected -as previously" described.· .. 
:' I . . 
A porta~le . hoist . (Figure 6) was - con~tructed for use~ in 
. • • • • ' .. 0; " • • Q · , • • 
.. , . . . 
.. . 
-:· areas where des'irable t 'rees could . not be ·found for the 'attachrrent 
, ·' . 
0 




light~wei9ht woQd ·rneqsu:ing 2 ~~ches _square an9 7 feet long· . .. : These_ · 
two lengths .fitted together to giv·e a c~nb_iped · height of app-roximately· 
• • 0 
f 0 
15 feet.' · A crQSS bar Of ' th'e · ·sarre material approximately 0 3 feet 'in 0 • 
• • • • 0 
I,.. • , • ~ ' • 
len·g~h . was used for the. attachment of the pulley system •. Three -. 
.. ' \ ... • 0 0 
'gui'de ropes· attached to the vertical sections and tied to the small 
trees ~r ~~~-u~s pro~ided'a st~ble' ~p~tus . t'o support tfe .b'irds. in 
.(1.._ . . ! • • • , • • • • 
thei 'r cages at heights up ···to 14 ·- ) 5 feet. . The S.~IIE 0 procedures for 
. raising . and · l~~~ring the . bir_d~ a~plied· as disc~ssed .. ~arlie~ . 
. ; 0~, 
. .. · 
~· :J . 
.._ . 
.. . , 
' .. 
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·. Figure· 7-. 
. ' 
' . 
' I ' ( 
"I 
' ' 
· -' ' ' I 
. . . 
I]lustrat~n of coll~cting and exposute (holdi_ng) cages ...-· 
utilized n the colle.ction :of ornfthoph1li c D1ptera. , · · · 
Collecting cage (A) has operiing at top·which · p~ovides · 
-access 'for removal of engorged flies. · Exposure · cage ' . . 
(B) is· positi9ned on plywood board (C) . . · 
,,, . 
" . ', . 
I . 
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F~llowin!i' removal of the eng-orged flies· from the·. 
- ~ . 
c_qJlect1ng cag_es or subsequently -the aspiration o~ mos~l.r1toes ~ from 
. . 
·~ . . . . 
I 59, • 
( ·• 
,.~ the ·author 1 s body-, the -flies were stored ·in mo~ified c·oc cardboard . 
t: "J • ' I I \ 
. - / 
~ I • . . ; 
> . ' 





, • .. , : .. 
. . 
: containers ·(CoJ-lfns et a1.., 1~62) and conveyed -to the. temper~ture ·. 
control chamber at the university, where the.y were held at l6°.C·. 
an·d high hum.fdity .• 
. ' 
·The covers of_ the containers h~d fine nylon ~esh tops · 
. . . . . . 
which 'pro~lided a_.means t'or supplying_ the·· flies with. water ~hjch 'was 
~ccomplished by placing a_ piece of saturate~ ti.ssue pa.per·- on the 
. .,.. I • I I , • • • . ' 
surface. -· A trap door consi st-1 ng 'of denta 1 rubber dam provided ... 
. . . 
·access··to the flies for future examinatio-n._ Inside each cant~ ~ner 
·. a sugar cube wa's placed to; pro~ i-de nouri stnent for the eng~:~ed flies: 
. : 
II I. Mo.squitoes and Hippoboscids 
: :: ., · ~1osquftoes we~e ~ol lect'ed pri~arily_ by nepttng ' the~ about 
' the autho~ .or.hy as~iratin~f ~herri directly-.from t~e ~uthor.'s - ~k~n . : 
• ' I ' ' • ', • • • • • ' ~ I • • • 
as they en·gctrged. So rew mosquitoes were taken from t'be .bait birds 
· " I , • • - • • • 
. _t~~t t!Hs method wa~· the_. <;)nly ~uccessful 'one f9r' obtaining th_gse' 
cr- . 
.. 
• 0 • • 
.' ' . •. 
_ -- Diptera·; as ·the ~se - of ot.tie~.'~rappi~~ .·forms ~re ~~t p~~c'tica l ' fn ... ~ . . 
" • , ,. . ' • , ,~~ " ~ ~ . . I . • 
. ·Newfound-land be.cause· of vandai tsm·. : .! · ' · : · \ 
. ,, . . 
' . : I .. . . 
Hippoboscids were taken en~1re1y from-native birds 
. ,.,. . :' . "~· . ' 
• ...!.__ t- - . . " . • . . 
.. ~rapp~d_Jn mf~t nets _by_ B_erinett dprf~g~ the' same time ari$1 la.catfon .· · 
. . ·(:' . . . . . . 
as . ~his s~udy. At ~o time were the~~- fl_ies· ob~erved ·on . or near . . . · . . 
. . . 
' I #' .. 
the . bait birds, as m1ght b~ expected (Be_quaert_, 1953). :_ ,_ 
I / t o 
.· ;~ · . 
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c. · 'EXAMiNATION o·F ENGORGED·. FLIES 
" . . 
· .dissected ·with a view to examining the sal~.vary ·glands an~ hindgut 
I . . 
·for. S'porozoites ·and· trypanosorres (Bennett, ·1960). . 
: FoJ l~wing re~v~l from. the ho.l di~g~ ~ontai~~rs, the ~1 ies 
· were ·chloroformed and th~n dissected on a clean microscope sliqe. 
~ A .second .s]J~e contai.ning two separa.te drops o·f sali~e· w~r~ the ' 
·" ._ receptacle~ ·for the hindgut and ther . .sa·livary gland. ~ A cover slip 
.. . ", . :- '. . . ' 
was placed on the slide and then b~th stru~~ures· were ex~mined for 
:the pfese~·ce · of parasites~. Jhi s method was employe~ for t~e f~ur 
. . ~! . . .' . ~ .. ·. . . . ,· . ·. ·.. . . :. " . . 
groups of fl ~es under study. . . 
I 
I , 
D. WEATHER AND CLIMATIC CONDITIONS 
• • I • 
. . 
60 . ' 
. . . 
i· For--the duration :o~ the" fi~·ld work a log was mai~tained ' . . .... . 
-- on ·the gene~al weather .cb~~rt1;an's e·~~~rienced it:l the 'resea·rch · area. 
·' I 
. ' . 
.! 
. ' ~ 
~ . . 
. / . 
' .· ·. 




•• : ~- • .f .1' ~ 
I .~ • • 
J : 
/· 
- . ' ,., ' ' .. . 
( 
,_.,- . 
on ·a_ir temper~tur~, cloud cover, wind ,conditions and tirre ~f suns.et • . 
; • - • - • ' ' • I .. • ... 
' - . . . " , . ' . . . : 
In addition to these reports, information· obtained ·frem the · 
• • ~ ~ • 1 .. (" , ' 
~teorol ogi.ca<t Offi ~e, st. :John: s : Airport ~nabl~d th~ presentation-
. -
of w~ath.e~ ·_synopsis for 'the t hree colle~t~ng seasons •. ' ,. . . -
In 1970 the .mean monthly air · tempe~atu~e. for late June · 
to ~id._July ranged from 14°.-:- .2?~C., with an,. .-Qccasional· :njght goir'lg 
- ...... 
. 'tip . • . . ' . . ' . . ·- . . . . !{.... .. • . •,. ._r; ,. . . . • . ' •• ' 
.· belo~ l2°C. · ~urin~ the l~tt~r part of July and._ ~ll of . ~ugu~t - ~~e iJ. 
,• • f • . . • • • ' . .. - \ • 
_. · temperature_s were generally tligher ranging frOf!J 22°_- 30°C . . 
• .I 
: • • • •• • • • ' • • • • • 1: ' • • • • ' • • • • ~ • 
. ·. .Prec:ipitati.?n .. WiiS extreme_ly low and.:. there ·was. ~su·ally~ ~ s_light .. · . · . 
~ . 
I 0 
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• • ' r . 
.. ' 
'. ' . ' 
' . - . 
~r:e~ze --of wind blowing in the _- research -area. _. The -high ;tefl1'e.rature_s 
• . • -~ · I; 
and dry·con_di.tions reduced Pick'avance Creek .-to a .roore trickle -which · 
was. reflected in the low numbers of flies collected. 'iP:( 
(• ' .' . . . . 
· In 19_71 t ' relatively high temper~tures were _s.till 
. . 
· experienced but.the ·general climatic conditions (precipitation and 
.. . " .-~ ' 
wind) were not a~ drastic as the preyious year. _It proved to be a 
/ . 
.. much better season for collec.ting pu-rposes. 
.f. 
.. . 
.. , . 
' . 
•• • • • • • t • • 
. , o The final y~ar (1972) was· ~ery ·similar to~l970 and once 
again the number of flies collected were much redu·ce~. 
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· · ~SUL l'S AND QlSCUSSIO~ . . 
. ( . . 
FIELD AND 'LABORATORY 'OBSERVATIONS 
. .. 





th~t certain gr.oups of hematophagous D1ptera were relatively 
abunda~t whereas .- others were _'absent or generall; 'unattracte9 ·~0 tn'e. · . . 
, .. ' . . . . 
bait birds. The Jatter obse~vation was p~rticula~ly ·true in the 
. . . 
occurrerce of t~e mosquitoes an~ hippoboscids. ~h~ . former. group . 
amounted to a single blood fe_d . specirtJen, w~ich also . represen-ts the 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
tot~l · number attracte~ _ to the ·birds during the study. · Hippo_bos.cid~e 
. . . were even rrore elu-sive iii that they were . at 'no ' t -ime observed by 
. .. ·. . . ' 
the author in the field • 
. . ··\ · · ~~~nett, Campbell and Camer~n (1974) in a · survey of.2675 
' passerif~~ms in Newfoundland, ·found 80% to harbour blood parasites. · · 
I • , • ') o I 
· Th~ breakdown of .. th~se ·parasites was 92% of th_e i.nfected birds .· 
. ha rbou~d Leucoaytozo~, 22% · Haerop~teua_ , 17% Tr>ypan.osoma and 2% 
. . -
. ·. PZaS17]odiuin. ~ Fro~ these f,i g~t. was assumed that . the vectors~-of 
' .. ·. Leuaoaytozoon- and Trypan.Jso~ (or~ithophi'li.~ . simulii ,ds) would be -.· . 
· · ~ the most -numerous, followed-by CeratopogOt1idae as vectors of 
• I ' ' ' • • 
I 
·, ~. 
·Haemoprotewr· and mosquit_oes as the-transmitting_ agents . <?f PZasm:;di wn. ' 
. . 
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Fol-lowing' several trips to the· r~searc.h · areas it becane 
• • • .F • • ., •• ~ • 
apparent and later .verified :.(Table vl" that- the· most ._aburidant . . .. 
• ' ' ' ' o ' I 
' ' · 
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To-ttl omith·ophi.lic. flies and total infected flies 
collected in three Newfoundland test areas: 
·(f) Manuel•s -River (2} Pickavance Creek- (3) Cape · 
·-St.· Francis (see ' Fi.gure 5) during 1970~. 1971 and 1972. 
• I •' ' 
I · 
I . . , . ·. 
o ~ 0 I 
•' . . 
' . 63 
' . 
. . 
·/ . ... 
Tota 1.' Total . --Percent ~ ·-
Examined . Positive Positive·: 
SIMUU IDAE.' 







· ,, ·o~z . 28.2 
: ' 6 . f"" . 25. 0 . . . ~ 
r . . . - .• 1f 
- .' · 0 
·. 
. , . 





S. gou ldingi 3 
. ·. I . . , 
. Total: 417 . · . 116"Z...~. 27. ~L-· .. _ ........ · · · · · .'.: .-. · · · · · .' ... .. : : .... . ·-· .. 
• ' """- "'_ . ..... . ;' • • 0 .. • • 
CERATOPOGO~IDAE 
' 
• t "' .. 
~ C. etilobez~oide'i . . .'184 25 ·13'.6 
. . ' 
Tota 1 : 184 ~ • • ~ 25 .'.• I 13.6 
·, • 0 
MOSQUITOES • 
.. . 
197: . . · 15 ·7.6 
.. 
. , 
' . ' . 
·: . · Total : 197 15 .. : .. . 7.6 ... 
.. 
I ·HIPPOPOSCIDAE 
l'ota 1 : , 
. . 
OVERALL TOTAL: . 
. ,. 
' . J 
·' . 
I · . . 
.. 
. ' . 
. . : . . .. 
. . 
.. 
. . .. 1~1. 
·.101 :-
899 
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)' 
ornithophilic flies: were the simuliids. In _several i"nst~~C"~s-
• , ' I . , 
_ ·manmalophili~- specie_s, part_t~ula_rl_y s. venilstum w~re- remov_ed from 
the collecti.ng cages, ·but at no time ~e~ they ohserved J.o have fed : 
on· the birds. T~e _only forms wtl_ich ha~ taken a blood meal were the 
ornithoph1lic .flies which we!'e recognized by the"· presen~e of a "bifid 
... 
tarsal claw (Shewell, l~SS) •. 
. . . Unlike the si~uation reported. in'\Algonquin Park by 
. . . 
only 3·~pecies, viz. 
Si~tium (EusimUlium) ,latipe8 .aUct. nea Meigen 
Simu.Uum (Euaimulitim) aw:oeum Fries. 
) . . 
· ·. -Simulium (Eusimuliwn) goutdirigi Stone · . 
. . ~ . ~ . . 
· , 
. occurred in the Avalon study are~.- ,Of ·these··, · .the m~jority coliect~d 
' : • • . ' 0 .. Q • .• ~ --::---.:..ff ··~~ .. - ~ . . ' . . . 
: · ·_ .. · .were the 'latipes. type (Tab1e V,) . .,.!f~i~.(l973) condudes ·.that this 
. ~ . . . . 
64 
' .. ., 
' · , 
. . ~ 
' . 
.. : : . 
· species co_n1lr.i~es · the maj,or p~rci:mtage of the ·.total ornit.hophfltc ·/;;~ ~r • .' 
" .. ' 
_· blackfly population in small ." streams. . · ·· 
' . 
/ In his study Lew.is recorded 21 species of silll.lliids~ from· · _ . 
-. 
\ " in.sular Newfoundl.an~d, ~f .which,,; a~e thought · to ·be omi~h~phili_c , . 
' I I , , • 
.- . . ·- · I . . . 
Ho',t(ever; o!llY ~wo of.:the el~ven 
1
bird .feeders are· ab~ndant; ~s. 'Z.at_ipes_ . · 
. . • ' . . . • I . ' I . . .. 
is . widespread throughout the i .sland, while P. p1-eu:raZe is· apparently · 
' - , . 
: ~b~ndant on1,x" ·in We~tem ·N~\1foundl and. : In the 'present stuey_· . 
'. 
' 
·, - _$~ ta:tipes wa~ · a~sc:) f~und to ·~~J.heavily infected wi_th . Le~ocyt~zoon ·.-
• ' • , • I • • 
and af)pea~ to beth~ Prime vec'tor _for.· this ge'~us of paras1te in the -' - · -_ -· 
. . , . I ' . . "" 
,• • ~ ..... . • j ' ~ • I ' o .0 ' • 
avfan.populatiort. -
• • 
·· . . .:- - . . - ~- .. - .::; 
. :' . . I . . 
.. 
• ' I • . . . 
.. 
. ' 
... . , . . 
• j f , , ' ,I 
\.. ' :0 
I ' ., - . ~ 
. . 
.. , . .. 
' , .. 
. . 
.. ,. : 
, . 
j . I:, . ; ~ ··,.' ,. . ,: . 
. . , : I - • • ; 
' , . .... 
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s. ciuretun was collected in much'· smaller numbers than 
. . ~ . ' 
. ( . . -· t • . · 4 ~ I .· . 
- -s. ·zatip_e_l!.· bu~-. the infe_ct1on rate was. gen~·rally s~11_a~ (Table VJ • 
. . . ~ ' 
SimuH~ -goti.ldingi. w~s only, coll~ctt~d on two occasions and like·· · 
. ' . 
.. 
.. .-
~ewn was ~stri cted t.o the:· Manue.l' s .. Riv~~ ·a~a!>-· Its small . n~rme-r;s .. 
. ~ . . . . . ,,.,·' 
~ - 4 • • "" ,') • 
· ·and_ absence of sporozoites and try.pan«?somes. has res_ulted i_n· its 
exclusio~ from th~ statist.ical .por.t~~n - ~f.- _lh~i-.s _stuey. Lewis (1973) . _ · ·· · .. 
. . .- . . . ,r ~ . . . . , 
- ' ' ( .... . ... ' 
reported it as a new. record for the area and notes that it-was 
. . . 
. . 
. .. . 
; . I 
· . ,.. Q • • • • • • • 
restrictad to six ~treams all on the Avalon Peninsula. · · .. ~·. ,, 
· The onlY, ·other major group of hemato.pha·gous Di'ptera wh i ch 
,' ·o • · ,, · · ....t 
·. were coll.ecte.d in the "fed" condition .we.re the. Cer.atopo.gonid.ae. ·' The :· f/ .c ~~ ' . . . : . . . ' ' . . . 
. _midges c.ollected in this su~ey were restrl;cted to· one · species, ~amely, · 
CuUaoii!ea ati'Lobezaioide_s~· ·· ·The species wa~ - genera.lly repre.sented '. . . : -
by .a 1 a r~e number ·of i nd i vidual s and as . it has· been. p,rov~n - to· be . . 
. . . - . . . . . . .. -. . 
.' .. .. . .. a -vector. for Haemoproteus (Parahaem'op~oteUa}, aanaahites anf ~~- veJ-aits, . . 
. . ~tc· . by F'allis, Bennett; Khan·, .etc..: ,- i t -· is - ~~s~ed ·t~ be t he ·.only 
. 
\' . 
l ' . ~ 
' • . . ~ ; , : . . - . . 
. vector · in th.is ar-ea~, It 1~ i-llustrat_ed (Tabfe V) that ori ly::44".1% 
·. as ··-~_any midges w~re -~olie~ted as c,orrJtJar~d-- ~~ th~ . blackflies ~ and . 
it -is .further observed that the infection rate i s much . lower than 
in th.e s-i~ulii.ds (13.6% as co111>ared to · 2i.B%). 
. . . . 
I; ~ • 
. - . 
'• ' 
' . 
. . . 
' 
·""' ... "" 
., . .. 
. ·. 
o ·:,-~t ... ~ '• : I • 
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v . ' . 
·Species of Mo·sguftoes and Hi pgobosci ds 
.• 
• f1 • ' 
-- ., 
. • ' v • 0 
_- ·..r· · ·s.eve.rai species comprise the .mosq.uito collecti~m· - in the 
. . . . 
"Present study. . However, as these fl ~ we·re not removed from th'e • 
" . . . , 
bait birds, but rather collected using a sw~ep.net, the res~lts ·. 
" . . 
' ' "' / (Table .V) represent the mosquf'toes 'Cis ·a .whole and does-n'ot include 
.... ' ·. . - ' 
I ' • ' • ~ ' • 
a· specjes breakdown. The majority were Ae'des ·(oehZeratatus} puneto~· 
' ' ' : • ~~ I • • 
' . , ' 
. ~i _r~y. Pic~ava~¢e._ et aZ! (1~70). ~.lished tllat - ~_his . mosquito: was : 
. . . , ' 
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· ·. Ornithb'rrYia '[rin{j'iLZina was the -~nly hippoboscid examined 
• • • 0 • • : t> • • • ...- · 
" .in. ~his sur~ey. :All' flies . ~ere: ta-~en : from· birds with Haemo~r:oteus 
1 • , • • 0 
·. (P~ahaenioprote~) faU'isi, ·H. fringiZ_Zae ·o·r H. 'o'rizivo~. ·As np 
') ' • J t T 
infect~d hippoboscids were found," these· resu-l'ts· ag"'ree w4th Bennett : 
I> ~ .............. :, . ' I> • • • . • • • ' • 
and . .Fallis (19.60]; ~allis ' and Bennett ·0961); findings -C)nd indicate· 
1 (' ' I r• • O ' • .. ' ~ • 1< 
·~they are not. vec~ors in··.the Ne.wf~undl.~nd .teg{on. · : 1) 
. -~ · FolloWi~g-'c<thei:~iOns•of !:he fed flies, the iOSe~ts wer~ 
examtd. in_ the i·:bora;~i-yfor :he ~resenc~• or :abs:nce of. blood • 
paras11;e~~ !he actual .b_reak'down ·of these infect.iops· _ (~able VI) as 
. ' , . . " ... . . , -
observed in the hin.dgut · and sal.ivary glands are noted for the 
. . ' . . ~. . 
· •· ·various ornithophiii~ . fl.ieSf)eported in Table V . . · > 
.·. ~ . . : .;. .. . , . . . .. , 
.· I~ i.s ' o,l)~~r'<~d that· ~~e I sJ mul i ~ ds_,. cerato~o;q· 0~. ~\s; and . " 
.. . ~qsquitoss harbour~.~· par'asttes· Qr ~e~sporid~a . .. · Th~ s •. t~z.oites , · .. 
• 11 ', I ' J 0 • 
· reco~tded .fo.r the · s~J i vary g~ands . W'er~ ··e!ither11 rrembers of;_Qaerriopro.teu8, · 
• ' t • o , ... • • I' I ' • o •r r • ro , , : / J • ., . ' 
. . ~ Le.uaoeytozo'on or B.Zaamodium depef.lding upo'n . the .p,articular vector· 
I J J 1 ' ~ • ' ' ' ' ' ' • 1 • , 
. r . . . . . ·. j . .. . . • 
!invQl.ved. It is ~~J~red.iately apparent.that th~ Si{Jlulii~ae .,v.ector~ . · 
J• I I i ~ • . ,J f ; 
· ·• r . .· I . o , r;_ii> . 
. ·J 
'• I 
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TABLE' VI 
-. ' 
Hi,ndgut and salivary gland infections of the_ 
.---.~. --;-;,.----.,----~f'""ournr ..... ..,..,g..,.ri'YHoups-of-orrti-thephi H.e fl ru .collected' 






. . . ' 
Hindgut* Salivary _Glands** .. 
· -~~ .. overall_ 
. '" 
·· Preva lefi'Ce" ·Pe.rcent 
. . 
' · Percent ....,. 
" . 




.• c ; CERATOPOGONIDAE : ;·~ 
· . . _., \ r ... 
· ~sQ~)~or:s · 
. \ . ' I 
13.5% . . 75.0 
i 
7~6 · . 100 •. 0 
,' • I .16,6 
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. . ~ Q · 
·.of Leuaoaliiozoonfvhad .the highest_ sporozoite ~ate, which w~s ·. _.· 
' . ~ . - ' . 
.:.. approxim~tely three and_ a half ti~s h.igher 'th-~n the ne,xt closes-t . . · 
--_.. - group Ceratopogonidae (vectors . of ~aemoproteus). · This ag~es with ~ 
. . - . • . . . 0 . . 
:_ ... :t~-~ findings -~.f' _Bennet~ et aZ. (i974) · ~f' ~h~Ji_ r st~dy ~f Ne~!~u~dland 
_ pa-~seriform ~rds •. 
1 
· · · .. ·- ., · • . · ·. - ~- · ~-
I 
It is alsu-rred f~oin the ~esults of Bennett et at. (l~74)· . ·c;> 
;'· '. . ' 
that the sporozoftes of Le.u~C?a!Jtozoon represent-ed in · order-. o-f · their ·. · _ 
• . " ' . • . i . ... (;F ' 
· .. ·. frequencies of occurrence belong · to: - L~ fringiltin~~ L,: dubreuiii 
(comprising··_ the bulk of the speti~s 1 a]ld L •. · 1Jlajdr>is ~nd L. sahka:roffi 
r' ' • ' 
,constituting the -minor percerit~ge of the _ total cblood 'p11rasit~s ·. . . ~-
' 
· Simi 1 arly·, the sporoz_~i .t_es of Hc;zemoproteua were.-believed 
. . . . ' . ... 
0 ~ t" 
· to be thos~ of H. orizivo~a/fri~g{t lae. or H~ ·fallisi.. Sporozoites 
- • ' • • • 0 • • • 
. o.:f PZasmodiW'(l, although only ob·served ~n one or two cases. ·in t~e . 
• • ', I : ' ,. I • • ' • • •: · •~ • • ) -·.,, ;;~lo;-• , .. -
0 present st,udy '· were rej ther .tflOse of p. : val{{jftan~~-""jr;---a~Ciiitii-f't;iliUm' or.·····--··-- ----·"·.'-.::···:· ~ 
, ,. .. ~~··~!(' .-JJ } , ; , •' I u f ' 
· ;P~ r~Uat~J 'pr:~bably - the former, as ,this ~.as :the most C011'1110n -.. }~(·r' ' . •.· 
/ (I . . . 4. . ;; ~· :'.·JJ: , .. : .~~ -·-· - · ·'i: .. ,. .... :.:.h .. ·~-~~~t~:~~~~ .... ,.,u:':., .:.,~ ... ~..~ .. , .. , ... 
P_Zasmoaium _in the p_a~ser.i ~or_~ .~i.rds o: th"~-~-:· . . · ·; · ~- - --~.->~,: ___ ... __ .. ·· . . 
. The low iricidence . of . glan~ infection in the-mci~.quitoes · , · ·; 
--: ind-icates an absence or app~rent low rate 'o'f Ptas~od-i~, :~~a~smfs~i ~li . . , • 
.. • • • • • w • • • 
. in Newfoundland. Bennett et .aZ •. (1974) points out· -that .'this · . ·. . 
~ •• ! • • ,. • • • • - f,~ ~ .. . , , ' ; •• • ~ . 
malarial -p~rasite .was unco~m~on and further S!Jggest$ ·th_at the . .. 
. . ' ( . .. \ ' ,·.· 
, ._· . • . I • ' . .-~ : • . , , '< ... 
/ ab~ences inay reflect,..the insularity of Newfoundland. ~he'.se ! · · 
a . 
,. parasites are r~iati~ely, a~un_dant in ~ b4 rds from .. adjacent mainland 
' ,. ~) . . ;; ~; - . ' 
locations. \ .. 
' ' . 
' : 
' ... 
. ~ ' 
' ' . 
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The hi ndguts of ma'ny. of rthe b1 ting fly species _examined, 
·.wit~ .the _exception o:f· ~he:!iippobosc.ids, · h?fpoured - ~rypanosom~tids. 
. "" ~ . - '-/' ' .. ' . . 
It is PO$S.1ble that many of. the~e were s~ages of not:"mal flagellate 
I f" • ' ' ' t ' ' • • • ' 
a~d Bennett 0(1961)~ .the fact -that the flagellates were confined to 
~ . . , 
'..., ~ ... 
. ·t~~ hindjut~ and th~fa,ct t]lat mas~ f1'agellate i~f~ctions ~ccurred 
' . . 
. I ' 
• I 1L, 
. '• . 
~ ~ in ~! l e~ harbour: ng sf>orozoHe inf~~ti o~ lt >~as e,onc~uded that ' · · ~ 
· these flagellates were m~st. likely to be th\ :insect s~a~es 'of .· i/1 . 
t.~· · avium. , ... . .  , '.. ·: · · . . • 
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' ·OBSERVATIONS ON fEEDING BEHAVIOR'·OF'"''ORNITHOPHILIC ·orPTERA · 
, r. . 
From the ·fiel'd records maintained over-. the du~ation of ·. 
.. . . ... 
the .study period., informati6n regarding the prirre .periods and ., 
• • . . I ' ' ~ • • • 
.,. . . . ) 




,6 ab~nd~nce was exami~~d p~d is. reported. ;·~ · .thi~ section ' (Table V) .. 
I • I> ~ I ' \ ... • • • f • ' 
~ • • • h • • \ • • .. (lo • 
- . As w~_ the·case - . in . Algonquin'P.~rk .(Ben·nett, 1960}, the .. 
• • ' -...., ' , • ' II ' 
.· best _:;~~t· for . olleitions of th; c,:.;puscular' o~nHhophilic flies: : 
was fr1~ 1 to 2200 hours. Ten trials conducted at other times 
J o," fhe )ik; ·ere . gene-~:ny · 4n~ucce~~ful· fn terms _:o; co,-le~ting . -· ~ ~ - . ' . 
• , I • • , 
blood fed flies{. Dry several occas.ions· early morr:ting ·collections ' · .. 
,, 
. ., . 
(500 - 800 hours) yielded a small number of s. Jci.tipea' . again 
• 1 • • • \ 
( .. · ,. . . . . . 
' ~greeing with the pat~erri in ~-1 g~nguin P(r~. ·. · ( · .· : 
I , , . . • ~ 
·· · ~ . . Th~ single, tripstl p~ofitab}e tiwe for colle¢tions was· 
. . -
. .. r . 
observed to:be when the ~umi·di _ty w~ls high, when there was -~ ·slig~t 
· breeze -and the temperatu~ w_as be_~w~e·n 19° - _24°C. · During th~se ... 
· periods the .collections of blackflies, · in ·particul~r·, ·were at a 
. . • . , r . ' . . · . 
J ~ • c ,. - - ~ ... ' --1 ' 








'- -~ D~e .. to: the cli~afit ~nd weather. cond;tjo~~mi~d)~nd • • 
· .th~ ijH:ing fly. seaspn (ornfthophil,it and . mammalophi~ic)· is: retarded ~ 
' II ' ' ' ' I f ,• ' 
f • • ' . b . • : 
. when colllPared with similar regions· on the mainland, (Lewi~, 1973}. 
': . I • . _....., .. , ~· • , • 4 • • • : . , • • I • ~ 
It is .noted that due to an extend~d winter the str.eams p"robably · n· 
. . . "' . . . ~ . . . ~ . 
. ' w~nn up more sloW1y'iJ( the · sp_r.i!1g'.'i~ _ N_ewfOUrJ~land .th_an·they dp .in ~ ·. 
I' lj • • • : •• • • ,-~ _ . '-· : . .,j 
· · o~~er regiorts. This, would e~lain ·the. adult emergence oc~urrin~. ·. ·. , 
: . .. ' . . ~ . , , : . ... . . , . . .. . . .. "' . ) ... ' ;, . 
a month later in . Newfoundland th~n in Ontario. · . • .. , . . 
• , ~ • ~ ,,/ • • ~ ' • • • ,:1 • 
' . ·. t •. 
. \ . "' 
. , . ' 
· - • , , J 
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The . testi'ng peri cid .. 'in this study rao from the 1 ast two 
·weeks in June -to the end 'of August. Duri.ng this time it was : noted. ~-
- , r , ",... ... • 
· .· ·.that the pe~k biting period was .fr<;>m . e13:rly July to lat'e }ugust fa~. , · 
''al~ ·~ qrnith~phil'ic species .. ~ewis (1973.) a'i' ~9 establ-,i~heia . ~imilar 
' . . . ' : 
_pattern ~ith respe~t 'to 't~e errer:g~n~e o.'cJ:fie ad,ults ba$ed on ' larval , 
' ' 
· .. . and pupal. studies·. · · 
0 ': I ~ : ' . r ' - •. •._ ~· • The lownumbers of .blood .. fed flies t.akefl -Onany given ·-
• . l • • 
· 'coJlecting day {15 - 20) in Ne~folJndland was in ~h~rp c_ontra~ 'to 
··. ·: . that reported for~ Algonquin Park, where several hundreds couid oe · . 
' ' ''.. '(' ,· · , /· 
collected on·an· optimal eve·ning. · · · .
• , ' ' ' I I 
,. 
Fol To~ing ,th-~e sumrrers ·. field work .it was evidenced that : 
: ·not 9nly are the species o(ornithophili.c flies restricted in 
, .. ' I I ' ' 
. . . . "' . ~ . . 
.Newfoundlan<;l, but the numbers are far. lower compared with reports 
' ' • • ' • I , • • ' (! ' 
~rom ma1nhnd areas (Golli'ni, -1970; ·sennett~ l~fio). Stud.ies . 
" • • .. , J 
.:. condu~ted by Lew.; s dur.ing the s arre · tirre as the present one .also' 
' . ' . . ';""'- -· . " ·-' 
. . . . . . ;' 




·. In Newfoundland, an apP,r?_xir:nate · ~ver·~ge of, . ~ fli;s/bi.rd 1 · ~ .. 
• ~ . 6 • . ~-· "\' ' 
·ha.ur was· colle'cted . l!nder .P!1tima1 conditions, 1:~yeraging possibly · 
• • • • • ~ • t • J ._, .~ " '. '. ' 
2.6· f~y/bird . hour ov~r the season; but in, Algonquin Park a figure . 




• • • ' • • - ,# ' I ' • 
.of. 300 - 400 . .fli.es/bird hour couJ~ · b~ optiillally obtained, avera.ging 
. I . ~ 
' ' 
· 15 ~ 2Q-fli~s/bird_h~Li~· ove~/~e s~as~n~. ).n . adqi~o~~ .onl.y27.2% .' .. .. . 
"f . . , I • I · 
. . : .· of ~h~ simllli.ids har~ou·r:ed · sp_grozoit,es of :Le~aoaytozoan ·;n · N~wfo:tmdland .. 
I . 
' 
• I . ·• wh3fla's neatfy 80% w~re v~ct~rs ;in :Aigonquin ~ar.k . at the end of ·_ ' ' \ 
. ' • ' ' . . ' . ' . . ' ' ~ • . ' ' . ' .· ' . '' . . ~ . . · . . l 
··the .season. . . .. 
' ' I 
. • • ' I -
, 
. ,· •·. 
' . 
• 4 f• , -:. .. 
·, ,'' 
. p . I • ' 
·. 
. . ; 
. ~ . . 
. : . . . , 
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~· -. oesp_ite ·this la.rge _ ~iffer.ence ~n.b~t~ si~ul1_ id n~rilbers, 
. . 
and vector potential, 82% ·of the passeriform ·birds ·from this study· 
. ~~ea . in N·e~oundland . harbo~re{Leuao~~oioan:. (Bennett~· pers. ~ohm.) .· 
._ w~ile · Be~nett· and Fallis· (1~·60) rep·o~t~d ~ -Leuaocytpzoon prevaienc~· . 
qf approxJmately. 70%. in Algonqufn Park. T~e- simil'arity of the two 
. . . . 
. . . . . 
. 'prevalence rat~s iis striki.ng, and is ' signiffc~rit' as ;'t . stio~s that a' 
• ' . ' • I ' ' 
. low-vec'tor potential (as measure'd i·n fl iesjbi rd hour). using similar 
. , J • • • ~ • ~ - .. 
. tr~p~\ng .. techniques· can p.roduc~ ·· a: pt'~valence of hematozoa in /the .. 
. · pass~ri f~rm popul atfon equi ~aJ .i:m~ to . th~t prod~. a o v~·ctor. ·.· .'. · 
p<;rt~~tial, of 6~ ~~~O(L_t.imes . greater. This fact ~l~a~ly. indicates _.. · 
II' • • • • • , 
~ • , p :. ' 'L • I • • 
that v~ctor numbers'· per.' se .·· , _are .not the m~jor ~actor contr:-i~uting 
t~ high tra~Smissi~n in .the ·a:ifauna. Rather, it sugQ[sts th8 " · 
_presence ·of ~ -~ighly. devel.oped ho~t-par.asi,te-vector relationshiP .... · p 




.. of ~,xCfiptt31 _efflc:ency. : . 
Habitat· Preferenc~ .. . J 
, ,· ·:~ ~ \ I 
.. . . . ( . "r, ·~; 
. In an attempt to .ascertain wheth~~- af habitat preference 
for tbe 
• ~ ' ' • ' • -."' ~~· ~ • · , I ~ I • I ' _. : 
~ectors existed · in Newfou~dl and_, testing quring 'the first 
.. . . . ' . \ 
sea~on was c~r!"'ied out ·.in . ·a_ rtumb~r .. of areas and at di ffere~t .levels 
.-. ;~the. ~oodl;~ci habitat~ . . Prio; studi~s~ '(senn~tt, 1960; Gollini, ~- · 
. '() . . . ' ; . . . - . ~ .. . 
.. 1970) .syg~ests'·that some s.peci~s· of flies w~re .roore abundant' in· . ,., . . ' - ' '. . .· 
·. some habitats than in. others. Thes~ studi~s were conducted in ~ .. ~ -
·• ·. I : 4 • . • . • • .' ,. ' . . • . . .:· •' . • . Jt 
• . ~1 gon~ ui n ~ ilrk • where some :of the "}'.YS i ca 1 ali db io 1 ogi ~a, r fa ct~rs . . . ~ 
differ significantly from the Newfoundl:and ·situation. For in~tarice ·-, . 
~ I • ' , ' , ' • ,' 
' ) . 
, 
. . ~ .. : .. •. ,. 
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. ' ' • · th~ f~rest hab~tat;generally has a mJch . ~igher canopy and the. · 
. . ., . . ~) . 
l\l.lmbers and _species oi orn-ithophilic fnes ·were ·considerably · · 
1 ~ /,.~ • 
. 73 ... 
\ ·. 
-. 
. . j · .~ : greater th.an tl)o'se reported jn the present- study, · -
" ,' ~ .. . ~ . ' . ~ . . . . " ' I 
0 I -(!J ' ' : 
. ' ·'· 
,--~ . . Testin·g~ in th~ mainland area ~as . performed · in two . · 
. . " '(' . . '. ... . ' . -
genera 1 habitats' , .i.e .. the . . i akeshore and ttie woodland (forest)~ " 
• ,J" . ' 
' 
.·. 
· , 1 • • • 
. ~ 
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. ~
/. ·· . .. 
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. • , . · . I . 
·th~·wood·land. environment · and i~olved- only the · sylvatic fl .ies. The 
' . . .· . . ' . . ' 
lack of .testing of the "lakeshore habit~t in this study was ·· 
. . . . . . 
.. 
, _" " ' I • ' ~ ..., "' ' 
·. · · compensated for, in that ·a stream (Pi ckavance Creek) flowed , very · · ·,. , 
' • • 6 p • • • "' 
cl~se to th~ .aGtual !o)lecting. site. · ."in·· both c~s~s the~e ~as a 
- .. .. . , ' . ~ . , . ' : . . . . . .. . . . . .. 
co.ncurrencr of the , ideas ~hat typi caJ 1 akeshore species were absent . .. · 
'::-· 
from the sylvat~ c 'ha,bitats and, typi,c~ l can.opy..-simul i ids were not ' 
'.found in signi-ficant num~rs at ' the .. lakeshore or at ground_"level .in 
• • ' ~ ' • • I ~ • ~' i • J:- ,, ' • , 
the .forest. · < \ • 
,. ,' 
' . 
. . I.~ is the fi_nd~ng , of .this study that the ornith.ophilic ' · 
. · ~flies (si~ul·i·i.ds and c~rai;o~ogonids) w~re restrict~d primar-ily . to 
,. , -.......... • f. • • • • , r · . 
. 'the 10'·· - 2.o• '·1evel or strata'· jn .. the. ·woodland ,habitat; :· Th~s · in ·. ' ' 
' . ' 
.· " . . r "' , . , . ' . .., • 
.· . ef~ec.t .; s ~e. mid anti top canopies_ in th~ Newfoun~.llnd ~nvi romrent ·. · 
.. . . :. . . . , . . . . ~ , . . . . . . . 
(Fi gur9 1.). .Grbunfl le'/el testing provided such small mmbers, 
; r \.. r • I ' 
~ I ' • . , " ' ' 
, • ' • I # • • 
: th~t fol~owing t~~ fi.rst ~eason, c~1lec~ions w~r~ · c.~ncentra:e~ · 






· .. I 
f .. ~, 
. 
' . 
~~·· ' J a f I ' ' ~ • • • ' ' \ • 0 
successfu.f ~tra:ta.for . obtaifling r(asOn{lbly large -samples of ·blood· .. ~·. •' 
fed bj~c~fl .ies·· ·a!Jd ~i~ge~ . .. ~is ·· .inf~rin~t·1 .~n~"· is . ~upporte·;:~y t~e ·~; r ,4- .- ' : · . 
· studi~s ·~f ·.Be11nett (1960:) an·d :Goi li~i · (1;7of 4n whi ch' · ~~~show~d· .· ·,. - . . .-. ._: 
}') •: o ' , ' • t ; • I I a • o o 
~-
. ' ' ,,
.. . ' . 
.. . 
' ' . . . 
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• • ~ I 
. · . 
~hat· the preferred habitat for 'the woodland orni thophi l.i c sinuil ;·; ds 
. (s/ ~~ipea) as wel,l .as· · Ot(l~aoidt?'s sti~obez~oi'cles -~ s · th~ can.opy 
f 
leve 1. 
. . l'D nip; ' s .Coll·ect 1 On. <A i ~.;ui n . P~rk ~ •of 6~80 . Si mu 1i ; dae .; . 
~' , . • ~' : ~ ~~ • " , • I 
from fhe canopy habitat ;'shows that -of the ornithophilic .. fonns~ the 
• • r ' ~~~ • .. . " • ' • ' ' • ' • 
grea~ ·majority consiste4 of s. Za:tipee ' and s. aureum. Similarly, 
. - . ,. .t<J·' • . . - ~ 
. :fro~ a total of 9',0f9 .. ):ollect~d f..romt~e .gr~und, . less·. than one. · 
· . - ~ ·· pe~~en~ cons-isted o.f the ·tw·o. orri'; fhophh i c. forms . . :Ninety-nine 
o o ' I t ' 
74 : . 
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. _Bennett (1960) ut-ilizing simultaneous e""xpo~l,\res _of crows ·at fou_r 
hei'·ghts . abo~e .. the_ gr~und .i~' the -forest habit.Pt (0.,5, 10·,20 ft.) s·J1b~s 
n ~ , . ' . . . 
, that Sf.muUum . at~.Pewn; -s' • .Z-O;tipe~i ·and CuZi;o,oidBs·. kUobezzoides 1 · ; 
". • • ' f • .. 
I 
, were .. hea.~i.ly concentrated in the five, and ten foot ·levels with · -
.. ,. .. "' 
considerably lesser _numbers on the grpund ~nd . ~:igh canopy. This . ·. 
. . I ' . 
SUppor.ts the vie~ that ' most \',IOOdl and. speCies feed Of) birds several 
j' ' • I • ' .' • . 
fe·e~. ·abpv~ the_ gro,und, but he is very · e~plicit . in po'i,.nting·out that 
. ' "' . 
. " ... · . . ·~· -' ther~ ·is no evidence of.a pr.eferred .stratum between· s ·and 20 feet . . ,·. · · · 
. . . . . ~ . . . 
' . 
. ' 
il ·. . 
! •. 
. ·. 
' I .. 
( • • 0 ~ • 4 • • • • '• , ,.o 
.-~ . . G~ll i~i· . (19~~), ~~w,ever, sug.gest~- that · the h_~f>.~tat pre __ ~e:e.nces_ ~ ~~ 
the· . si'pu~ 1 ids _are ·far ~re rigid· than that .indi ca~ed ~Y Bennett . . I 
, . . 
' • . 
. '4 . 





• 0 " • I ,., • ;)o • o t ,~. 
· In the present study, ·where the height of the canopy is . · 
• • • •• fo;:,. . • • I . . . I ,. • ' 
· · to,ns~ ably ~~d~ ced, it. i s: ;~ r:Y diffi ~ u 1 t to dete rmi ~ e wbOthe r . · • · ,-; • · · 
or not th~·re is ·a preference. ·between. the mid j md high · canopi.es. · .: 
• '~ i ,"~ ' ., 1J , o • • - • !) t1 I O • • - ; 1 
. . . . 
It can, however ... ; b.e concluded, that there is a t>reference to the 
,o' ~ 0 ' • i • • ' o •: I ;\ o o I • " i ' ' , , 0 ·~ ' ' ' ' .. J • • ' • Q 
'· . . \ ; , 
,, . 
.' 
10· - 1?. fo~~ level _as . oppose~. to the _g!'f>und .. habitat. · Thi ~ 
"" ' , t. 7 
"· ... 
. . 
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stratification or pre e~nce was very clearlY" demonstrated ·· over the 
. . . . . ·. . . ~
thre~ year. period a 
. . 
d . agree~ . with· the result~ of the North ftlrie~i. c~n ; 
section of the pr senLst udy (figure 4a) • 
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NEWFOUNDLAND .BIRD SURVEY 
. ' 
. .. ·r.he clearly.indicated .strata pref~~ence·· .o{omithophilic · 
' 
.[ -~im~l ri·as.· ~~monstrat~d by. Ben[lett ·and Goll in i --~il~ confi ~nkd in this 
··· -study for Newfoundland, was .assumed to p~ay ·a ·majq.r role· in th_e. 
post:parasite.:.vector· relationship. If thi·s a~sumption is trt,Je, •. 





. . . 
· ; ' . . 
then birds which nortnally nest in or inhab_it specific ~'strata should 
" ' . . ' -· '" : ' . } . .· ,: . 
. de~onst.rate ~ p_~eva1e~ce of blood p~rasites'· appr?pria~e ~o the . . . 
--vector potel'!ti.a 1 of that strata, even .ttiougti' few ' flies m_a, be; 
. r . / . . ·.. • . , . - · 
i n vo 1 ve d : . · . ·( · · 
'• •I ' ~ ' ' ' ' (,i~" 
·,. . In order to. test . the premise stated above,. .a tot a 1 of 
• ~ I • '" ~ • ~ I .. . . • 
1314 birds. of seven .. s,pecies were ex~mined {Table VII). · The bitds 
. . . .. . . . ·r ~· . . : . ' . . , ~ I . : • 
·'· ,_-studied ·were all passeriforms and consisted of-the following· 
sp~ci .es 7 • swamp: spar_row, fox . sparr9~; Wi 1 son···s warble.r • robin, 
. . ' · . . 
northerlf water·; thrush, olive· backed ·thrush and· eastern black-poll 
• ~ /C • 
'. . . ~ 
~warbl~r.; · ;, ... . 
., 
' I ' 
·-
. . . 
. The· rea~~ns. for t-~e s~lecfj~n _.of these ·~art·; cuhr, ·spe~ie·s ; 
' 
' . 
, • I • ' 
.were: ·(1) they had -been prev.iou~ly stratified dn the North Jime.ricari· : . 
' .,. 
.. 
results section {2) they are ·~epresented · in large · eAo'ugh,nurrber;~t·o 
.. , " : . ' . . . , :. . . . ' . ' . ·. . . . 
canst i tute a reas6niib 1 e samp 1 e size { ~ )_ tb~se _hi rds are c~rrp1on ·. _. 
. . • . • I J · ' · . 
. • . . _Passerines ~f - Newfoundla~d - {~_) _ _.~hey -~ere collec_te~_ fro_~ the _three,· 
. ·· _ . · -locat'ions utiTized --in.the. present study:. · ~ .. 
~. ·Fr:o~ .the. ·data .· (Tab~ e_ VIi)' i.t :i-s · e~-i de.nt . that the 
. ' - . ' ~ 
. striitifi cation is not ·as clearly defined for the· se~~n selected' , · .. 
. . . ~ - . . . . - ; . . . . : . 
.Newfou~dl and bird species, . as_.'that ~xhi bited . :; ·~ -the overa 111 ·.North·. 
I \ , • 
. .. : 
.·. I 
· <" I "' 
' I 
. ~ / 
.. // 
\. ' 
.. . .. 
, '\· ', ' I ' ' ' , ' ' ~ • ' ' • " •' n" ' • ) 
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Parasit~ preva1e~ce of }31-4 Ne~ound1and pa~ser'ifo.nn bi~ds utilizing the strata system. -
In"clude.d is'· a breakdown of the three Newfoundland test areas. . · 
I .. ' .. : .. ' . . 
.. ·. 
Str:-at'a· 









. Pa.J?serella iJ;iaaa 
Cape St .. Franl:i s 
Pickavance Creek 
Manue1•s· River 
· , . .-. total : : . 
,_. 
2. MeZ':isPf:•a geoflflana · 
' ~ . . 
,. . ·Cape St: Fr.anc is · 
. ·: Pickav~nce Creek 
·. 1Manuel s Ri·ver . 
Total:! -
. . . 
-
.. .. 
· P'ARULI DAE 
; •' 
~ 'J • • • 
- 1 •·. 




29 " 58.0 . . 96.5 -. 34.5 
-126 , .. .. 95.5 -~ 89.7 50.0 
50 ...... 
. 132 
154 . 143 . '92.9 :-- 9-3 •. 0 . ~.3 · ... 
336 298 
" . . . 
. 6 5 
46 44 
43 . 41 












~ 95 90 . 94·. 7 ~ . . 94.0 52.2·- . . 
· · ~· ·· 
. . -~ - -
.... • ,~ • " I '"' ~ • 
· ·~ 
·16 11.. . 68.8 90.9 
2 •. 4 .. ·- ·~ 
' . 
. . . 
, _ •. . 
• · ·_ ,. ~ape St. Francis .. . 
· Pickav-ance Creek 
~Manu~1_' s River 
·146 124 ·· ?4._9 .· ,98.4 . 




.. .... . 
-· 2.2 . ' .. 
... .... . . 
\o : :.. T 
•' . Total: 
' .· 
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T-ABLE VIJ. (continue~) r· · 
I ~ 
, . .. .. . 
'·.-t · :. . - ... 
· · · Bird Family-
Species · · 
·str~t~ . ·Jest Area 
-~-... . 









Wi l~o~ia p'~:Jj l~ ·... . ' ~ 
' . · Cape St. Fra~ci s ·. · · · ' 8 
. • . . : , Pi ck·avance · Creek · . · . · . 76 
· Manuel•s·River · . ~9 
7 






~ ..... ~, 
Percent 
·Positive 
. · ....... 
.. 
-------~--
8.7 .·s· 100.0 ' .. 
73.7 98.2 
75."5 99.0 
·· -~·-"',;· .. 
. . 
% . %·. 
.Haemo-· Plas- · .· · 




-.,. ~- --· 
" ~· . .1 • .:. 
. Total: ·133 100 75.2 98.0 . ~.0 ' . 
·~· :- f..- . . 
·, . 
.-
. .. .... 
. ' · 
\, . . . . 
---
. ··,("' . .. . . ... 
. .. ~ 
: \ . ' .· 
-_· .....,......c· -_·. 
. . . ' . . \ .. . '. 
. . 
·: . ". . : . .. 
. . . 
.. 
.. , .. 
.. 
' . 
. . t • 
3.. · *Dendroica ~triata ' 
... . - . 
' -
"'· 
-· Total: . 
. -'"- . . 
• TURDIDAE 
cath,a.rua ~.tu~¢u8 ·. 
~ . • " . ' b 
'"' . 
.Cape =·st. Francis 
P-i'ckavance Creek · 
Man ue J ' s Ri ver · 
. ,._ :.,. \ '~ 








· . . 260 
'. 
. •' 





:, ~Spe.ci.f_;le. locat·i~n~.~ unkn~ for this sp_ec~es · 
4> 'tt • ·-.. 
.. .... 
' . ... 











67 .7 . . 
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-~ . Turdus 'fTligratoritts 
.. . ' ... ~ : 
Cape St. Fran ei s·' 
Pickavance Gteek · 
Man'uef• s·· River. , 
Total: : 
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TABLE .VII (continued) 
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· . · Total_ 
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% ·•• % . ·.' .~%· 
Plas-·": Leu co- •-Jiaemo-
cytozoon proteus . medium. 
. 75.0 
99.0 
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' . 
American trend ( Fi ·gure . 4a·). As the ov~era 11 infection rate in 
New:oundi~nd (BOr), as ·determined-~y."B.el1ne~t . et al-_.(1974) ,is m_uch 
higher than that obtai~ed in Algonquin ~a~k, it might be exp~c~ed 
·that the birds at ~11 "ie~els" in Newfouridland would have a higher 
parasite prevalence. 'This is. shown. to. be .the case (Table VII) and 
~ -
. has·· the general -~~feet . of reducing the marked difference between 
• J 
, · the ·four strata -as displayed ,in th~ North Amer1 can' results of the 
present study. 
fm additiohal factor, which makes t~e stratification of --. 
Ne~foundland ~1~ds a more d1ffi cult task :hen _related to other . 
·surveys .- is the absence Of a high C·anopy.:· · In effect it can be· 
I • 
~tated, based on the present study·, ·that . the : ·~t~~ta 4 level~ . is' 
,... ~ / -. " ... 
. non existent in. Newfoul)dl a~ d. This· further suggests t~at birds 
~ ' 
'which nornialJy' nest in this hab~tat would be 'either les_s ab'undant 
. . .... - . 
' JJf • 
· · · or when pr.ese.nt would select nesting !Sites at a lower level in the 
I ' 
80 
•. I ' .. 
' woodland en vi rontre_nt. 
. 
·Although the Newfoun,dl and avian situation ' is showh ta. 
have special charac_teristics, there is sti.ll a case for establishing 
· . :.·a stratificatio~ to'-' determine at which level ·in the woodland 
.habitat, maximum infection o·ccurs . . AHowing . for ~the excep~ion of" 
Se~~ novaboracerwis and Wi1-e-oni~ p~iHa, it is-- observed .(Table VI_ I) 
~ . . . .. 
that there _i_s a hig.he·r infection rate at the higher strat~ than · · 
' ' . 
at ground level. This a·grees with th~ ·findings o·f.Bennett and 
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G T.o further illu'strate the application .. of the stratification 
e.:;~ab.lished ~arl ier ,,(Figur~ 4a) a gteater numb~r ·arParul.1d ·-species 
. .· . . • . . . '=' . 
·w~re -examine~ (Table ·VIII) ·. It. is noted th~t this group- was· shoWn 
in the North ~erican section to. demonstrate a definite habitat 
prefere'nce which was correlated with parasite prevalence~ Although · 
., - I 
there were 1~sser .. numbers of individuals .occupying· strata 2 .and '3 
. \ . . . 
(Table. VI II), there ·i·s .sti 11 an apparent higher para~ite prevalence 
, . 
. ·· a.t these ~wo levels. 
.. . 
T . T_he specific parasi.te prevalen~, as determined by the~,) .· 
Leuoooytozoon, Haemoprote~ and PZaamodium .infections is presented 
. ' 
. . ' . 
"'' "' ( 
. in· Figure a; As these results _were abstracted from Table V~~ .. . 
it ·represents the situati.on in a relatively large s~mpling ·of co11111~n 
Newfoundland Passeriforms. 
' ' . T~e bar · diagram illustrates ~he Leuooeyt~zoon infection 
in th~ Newfoundland. a~ifauna and' agrees witn the higher rate of 
. . 
spor oites in the simulii~s (T.able_VI)..as well .as the resu.l~s of. 
.; . 
nn~tt et aZ •. (1974). The Hae~opro_teua infectio_n ;·s noted -to·be · 
less than ·. ~al f that . ~f the birds ·_infected with ~uoociy~ozoon and . 9'~. 
" : ... 
again agrees with 'the Ceratopogonidae data · (Tabl~ VI). As noted 
ea~liJr, the Plasmodium prevalence is low· and cl1early ,indicates 
. . ~ ... / . 
that' the .pa~asit.e is --urtc'omnon in Newfoundland birds. 
· . · 
I o J 
-
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.· TABLE VIII ' .. 
. .. ~ . 
Parasite ·Rrevale~ce . of Newfoundland Parulidae, uti1izing . the 
s~rata . system. \ . 
. ' 
·strata 















fli Zsonia pusi Z ~ · · 
Setophaga· rutiail ~ , 
V~ivora pe~egrina 
Vemivom rufiaapi Z. 'La · 
\ ' ' • ' I 
-Tota 1: -
Dendroiaa pa Zmai'U11t 
. Dfmdx'oi_aa pinus 




.. .. ,. 
. . 
• • ~ ', ' I 
-· 
, . . 
. : ' ~ ' . 
. .. 
, Tota 1 Tota 1 ·- Percent , 
·Birds Positive Posit~ve · 
2. 2 .. 
39 2-4 
' 15. 13 
. 133 100 
. 20 .8 
. 25 
• I 10 ~ .. 
5 - 5 
. ·. 
239 152 . 63.6 
..• 81 50 
26 21 
2-30 200' 
-337 271 81.3 
• 0 
, I ( 
. .. ' . 
. ., . .. 
I ' : 
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· A comparison of the incidence of 
Leuaoayto~oon~· Haemoprote7#J . and Pla.smodium 
in 1314 N~wfoundland p·~sseriform birds .. 
I ' • . 
. . : 
. fi.g~re 9. 
' • 
A· compa.rison of the overall parasite prev~lehce 
of· passed form . birds . in the· three · . · 
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' . COMPAtfiSON .-OF -.-,.E~T . AREAS' 
. . . 
._I . 
It· was shown (Table IV) in a coJl1lar-i ~on of_ the: ~hysi.ca1 
. T• 
features ·of the test areas, tnat the three test1ng_sites cbmprising 
. . . ~ .. 
~ ' . ' 
the present study varie'd considerably --in the: 'yield of ornit~ophil i c 
Diptera. The striking uniformity in -the infection rates of the· 
• '" I • 
birds from the Pickq,vance Creek and Ma_nuel's River· area: (TabJe VII) : 
( ,. t ~ ~ .. ~ • " • 1 , 
suggests that .even w1th a :reduced fly· population in the 1 atter area, 
. .. .· 
. &, 
the'parasite transmission · is efficient' enough to produce· an infection 








' . ~ 
.r. 
___ J 
rat~ almost equal to ·the Pickavance 
. ' 
Creek area. This point _is further 
. ' ' I • 
· illustrated in Figure 9. 
' .. ,, - , 
. ' 
A s_ignificant point noted in Table V.J_I is the low numbers ·_· 
• I 
l 
of individuals of all species collected .from Cape ·s~ •. Francis. an.d -
. . 
' ! . ' . 
· the correspon<U,ngly lowe.r prevalence of blood parasites iri the birds. 
0 I 0 0 ) • .. 0 0 ' 
.. . /') , . ( 
. " .·. 
-It is especially striking when it'is -noted that tbe area is on·ly 
• • " • • • , f • • " . • 
~. 
' . 
·approximately 45 km . . from the Tra~s Canada Hjghway testing sites. 
~ . . ' - . 
• ' ' t • I • I 
The results, however; agree wjth· the findings of the author in tenns 
. . . . 
.. 
tif the small numbers of positive orn.ithophilic Simulidae examined • 
• "" • , J • • • 
. . ~ ... ' . .. .. ~ · . 
· It is ·assumed .. that the physical .and-climatic conditions . 
.. 
• • • - t # ' . 
(particularly the ·continuous ' w1nds) play an important role· in the·· 
... . . • . . 
. situatio~ _observ~d ·;n the .Cape ·st. Fr.ahcis area • . The alinost .total 
absence '~f b~e~in·g g·r~unds for the ornit~ophilic s'imuliids· •. - _ ~., , 
culicids and cera~opogo~ids· would re~ul~ in . . a lowe.red prev~fe~ce 
. ·.·.·:· ; ·· ,, ' 
-· . 
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. . • 
· · ~ ·~· . 
. . . . ' 
of b 1 ood pa:rasi't.es. 
. , . ' . ~ . 
Bennett et aZ. · {1974). 'state· the·se .,two 
' ' ' 
factors wpuld mechanically'inhibit vectQr-host contact and resuft 
in the ·1 ower bl q_od parasite infection. 
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·. · SUMMAR~ · DISCU,SSION 
• • 
·. · ·The parasit_e pr_evale~nce of 14,360 ·North American .birds 
·~ris.i~g~37 families and . 16~ s~·ecies f·r~ man; · d1ver~e and .· 
' • • .I 
, , f ( • • • II • oJ , • 
separate geographic areas of 'Canada and the u.s .A. is _presented . in" 
. . .. , ~ 
this thesis (Table.:_n.' The large number of birds sampled, preclud~s 
. . . 
a cottl}a.rison of the overall infection rate of ~5.6%. with other · · 
· studies o( a similar ·size. However, the vari.ance in the infection 
rates· demonstrat~d by .smaller sample .sizes reported in thi . s _thesis, 
· ·;nd_icates that the parasite ·prevalence. varies .over a wide range 
throughout North Amer.i_ca. Furthermore, .. the geographic s~~aration· . 
• • . • 0 
. 'of the. various ·1 ocations· sampled and the numerous variables · 
. . ' '\ ' ' 
· . associated ·with the local environments has: t·~e effect of'rendering 
inco~arab~e much of ihe· specific data on parti cular parasite_ 
. . ' 
· .. .. 





. . , 
; Simi 1 ar ly,. the preva 1 ence of ~e~aoeytqzoon~ HaemoPPO_te~ 
, . . . 
and .Plasmodium, as determiru~d from Table I, ' must be viewed as a · 
. . . . . -
general indicat'ion of their impact on N6rth America~ bird populations. 
It ~as ' s.haw~ that Leu.ooaytozoon and .Haemoproteus ·accounted for. the · 
:bulk of the infecti.~ns while Plasmodium ·generally was . les~ ·\ 
significant ' in the to.tal bir:d~ population . Indjv~dual surveys 
" . { . 
conducted by researchers such as Bennett, Herman, Manwell, ~~~c. on a · ·.---. 
variety of.birds from different locations· show that the infection 
. • . · ' t . 
.· , 
. rates of these parasites vary . gre~tiy. Manwell (1955) further. - . ·. 
. . . . .. 
de~'rlstrates that the s~rne bird species (Pur~· mi.g:mtorit1s) f;om 
• ' ' I • • . • • ' 
i\ ' . 
\ 
' . '· 
•, 
. .· 
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'I 
two· di ssimi hr 1 c;ca.tions (New York and · ~i.gl:t ·Rockies) possess 




cont~asting rates o·f :infection by the ·same parasite species • 
. ' . f ' ' . ~ . . ' . • 
Data prese~ted on a nunber. of·bird families - (~igu)"e 2) .. 
indicates theft certain 'familie's' are mor~ susceptib,.e ·to infe-ction 
. . . 
, • .... I 
th.an others. This is-generally true of the passerifonn· birds and 
~ 
particula-rly the Icteridae, Parulidae, Fringillidae and Turdidae. 
. ' . 
It is noted that wi·th the exception of the Fringillidae. which i·s 
~ . . . 
shown to be equal .ly susceptible to the three gener_a of· hematozoa, 
~. .: 
' 
the -other bird families can attri-bute their infections to specific 
' ' I c ' : . 
'_:. , f. 
b 1 ood protozoans._ the Fringi 11 i-dae. are _known to. be cathQli c 1h 
I • ' . • ~ .. 
I • 
. . . 
'I · their habitat selection, which would undoubtedly. increase their -
. . ' . . 
chances of becoming infected ·by all parasitic hematOZQ.Cl. 
' . . 
' .. 
' . . 
The Anatidae, Icter-idae and Fr]ngil_lidae are.observed·-as 
accounting for 80% of t'he Haemoproteus infect.i on, while the major 
. . ' ' 
I •, . . 
proportion .of. Leuaoaytozoon infection was harboured by-the.Parul idae, 
,. 
.. , , · Turdidae, Tetraon_ida~ and ~Fringillidae • . The-latter famfly also has 
l • 
' . . 
,If 
. ' ~ . 
' . 
._ , . 
.. ' -· . '· 
-~ ~- :~:;_ · .... ~~ -_: 
! ~ ' • 
~ tlie single highest incidence of PZaamodiwn. · Within each of the . 
. ' . . 
.· ' 
. "' 
passerif<5rin fjmilies cite~ above, t.h~~ were striki~g examples of, 
di ffere_nces among the, parasite preva l~nce 'of di ffe~'lt bird species. 
I ' 
. .. " 
. ' 
.. As. the. b_i rds ~epreserii;eCf in the North AI)Eri can sample vary ,, 
. . 
in their nesting habitats, they were assigned their preferred - · . · 
- . ' . . . . ~ 
' . 
natural habitat which is denoted as a function. of vertical stra-
' • 0 ' ' ' 
I ' ' , 
, ti fi ca~ion. The_ -resultant stratification · dellJJnstrated a lesser 
.. ~ .. ... 
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. . . . . 
nunber of birds utiliz.ing the marsh envi-ronment with th'e 'bulk of . . t~e bl rds preferring tJe ~«>odi and h~t~}at •. , Conseque'ntly, the ya l.ue 
· l'r\·-::1• · • - • 
of such ~ stratification of . the avifauna is that it provides an 
.. . 
. - i. ' . 
'insight into the levels of the fore·st and ma~sh habitats at which 
. ' . ' • ' /:~~:'~' . • I • . . . 
, . , • . I · ~·~~,~~~t . 1 _ • 
max1mum 1nfect1on occurs. .· '<·.:.'\). · · c-14 . 
• ~ 1 • I•• 
· If the overall Nprth American trend (Figure 4a) is 
I , I 
i·ndicative of parasite preva1ence of birds in North ·Arrerica it is 
. . 
.app~rent _tha-t the fllY~i ad: o/ s~ecies b~co~ .i~fe~ted in · the. mid levels,' 
of.the woodl~nd environmeJt~ This point becomes more emphatic 
' (T~ble III) when it is recog,nized t.ha.Veven with 40% le~ser -birds 
'II 
preferring ·s.trata .3 ~han strata 1, there 'is. an increase in the . overall · 
infecti 011 rate of approximately 25% by strata 3 over those birds· 
which .n.est. on the' QY"?U~d. . It is : f~~ther Hl ustra~e-d (Figure · 4b. ·a~d 
. . 
: Ac) that this trend .is confinood'for t~e major _passerines under study 
• • • I a~ well as the remai~er ' of the _bird ~~m~lies excluding the +sseri,nes. 
. . . 
In a study whioh embraces such a large numb~r of birds,- . 
. ' . 
. it woul El be of tremend~us value if the ·s_pecifi c paras.~tes could be ·) 
correlated with each of-the parti.cular .strata s~ as to. have app'lication . 
. . . 
to other surveys. However, such an endeavour, in view o{ the pre~ent 
. ... 
study woul~ be meaningless. Such a comparison would require much 
, . 
~ . ' . "" data · on ·the local envirQnments in which the birds were saJT1'led, .that 
• • ' :1 . 
unfortunately was -unavailable to the author •. --
• . '·t. .. - • , , 
The areas ·from which·. birds were sampled in North Aneri ca · _·_' - ·. , . 
. . . . .. , · . . . . 
~ere ·quite different ge_ographically and eac,h posses~ed its own -- . .. 
. I . . . { I ~ ., • • • - ·~ · / • 
. · . 
. . · - -~ ' 
.· .. 
4 ·~ ' • • : c.-
' - . . 
r " • ' 
· . . 
. . 
• , ' 
·. ·.~ 
. -
·· ~ ···· . t.~ ... "'";t 
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,. II} • n 
spec_ial b'iotjc and ab~o't"\c characteristics, e.g. California, -
. ·, • . - I . o .t' • • 
' ·' 
~assachu_setns ,Al~ska, Florida. Maine, Arizona, urlgava~ British 
Columbia, N.W.T., Newfo-undland · (ins~_lar an·d· L~brador), Alberta, 
. ' Ontario, New Brunswick, 'etc. Even· within·each of these areas the 
. . 
"' 
loca 1 environment varies. ~idely·. · Thus~ the standardization · or 
' . 
· co-mparison of data from such diverse geographic a~ea$ represents a 
· co 1 ossa 1 undert~k i ng which extends beyond 'theo scope of .this .thesis l .· · 
. ' I 
. 
A major hazard·which is obvious in atte~ting to achieve 
o' '": .• \ , • I . 1 
-a correlation as d~scu.s'sed a"b'ove, _ is the effect of .. compqring data 
ori the bas·is ·of each · area having equal ve~tor potential. ·This 
\ . 
assumption woul9 be erroneous in an ana lysis of the North American 
material in this study. . For finstan~e, in area_s such as the south-
western U.S. or the prairies o~ Canada, the record of low or 
negative Leucoaytozoori infection · represents .the unavailabilfty 'Of 
' ' ' .... 0 I ~ • ' • \ 
the appropriate vector. ~ Conversely, in flle.wfoundl~nd and Algonquin 
~ark-, Ontari{), the high percentage of birds harbour-ing. this genus 
• I • • 
of hemat·ozoa suggests ·the presence of an environrrent~nducive to 
. . r • . - . 
. ' . 
the propagation of suitable vectors for the transmission . of '· 
. Leu~dytozoon. Th!Js·, in a 11 areas the presence or absence of 
· suitable. breedi~g groun~s for the vectors would be one of the 
· essential Hnfit.ing factor~ _affecting parasite prevalence. Again· _ ·. 
. . . . ' .. .· ·'' ; . l . . .· . . 
. sg·-
. . 
. ·this . agrees wjth 't_!ie idea_ th~t the actual blood parasites contr~buti~g 
. • . ..,.. ' r . . . • ~ • 
to the oyerall parasit'e prevalence can only be studied·. at the local 
le've 1 . 
• • 11 
. .;_, I . ·. . . . , 
. . ' 
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11 ' • • I • 
··, 
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I . ' .. .90 . 
. . ·~ . 
In the Newfoundland research area the opport.unity was 
' • . 
' . 
. . provided to study the vec~or potentia 1 "tn th~ ·~arne a;ea frOm which 
' ·. 
data ·was available on ·the parasite prevalence of the avifauna. A 
. '-- . ; .. 
: ~gen~ral obs~rv~·ti.on on the 've~tor_s· was.'their al~ost tot.1i ab~ence ,. 
from the ,ground level.:.;n· ~he· forest hab_itat and subsequently the 
ide~tifica.ti ·~~ .of · their hab'iia~ preference"in the mid <:a~-~P~ l~vel. 
. . . . 
In ~ddition t~ estab~ishin~ that t~e o~n~thophjlic 
' · \ 
S.imulii'dae ·and · C~ratopogonidae were .Primarj ly restricted to the 






that the· mos't abundant vectors i'n the area are the S.imul i idae a~~ 
f. ' • . 
. . 
specifically s. Zatipes. Laboratory examination of 'the -dissected 
. . / 'I \ ' 
sa 1 i vary gland's ve-ri.fied that. these flies harbour sporozoites of 
'( . . . . . ' ~ 
Leua~cytozoon·. Simtiar.l.Y~ blood fed Culicoides (c. st"ilobezzoidef1 ) 
' . . 
. . . 
were observed to harbo·ur sporozoi tes of Hae1'flOP~teua at a rate · 
. ' . ' 
which indicated their- transmissi'on ·would 1:1e considerably less than 
' , 
that of Leuaocytozoon. As there were- no infe.cted . hjppob,9sci ds 
recorded and as tHey wer~ taken directly from wil.d bir.ds in th~ 
' ' • 
. . • 0 . 
field it .was assu~red that.., they are not vectors of Haemoprot eus· in 
. . . . . . . 
. .· . . . ... . 
insular. Newfotmdl _~nd. The numbers of mosquitoes that had recorded 
. - '. ' . I 
positive glands were 'so few that. it indicated a very ·lo~ PZasmodiwn 
~,_ 
0 
incidence. With the exception of· the H_ippoboscidae, all C?ther . 
ornithophil i c Diptera were observed to harbour ~re~ers of the ·. · . . 
.. 
_ Trypanosoma~idae~ 
I / ' 
' / 
,, 
~ l · 
... _ ' 
,r·~·· ·~r;~\ 
. ' . 
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. . ' . . . . . \ 
: · · A ·survey of the blood {arasites of appr6ximately 3000 
. . 
-j :. Ne~oundland birds·. (Ben.ryett ind L~·ird, 197') shows an infection ·r~te ,_ . 
t1 . . • . .. • • 
_of·approxf.mately· 90% frr the pas~erfform . birds of the Avalon Penfnsul~·, 
1 • • J . • .' : ~ •. 
Newfoundland. A furth.er 'stuqy _(Bennett et fl·~ 1914} ipvolvin~ ·2675 
t! . . . . . ·. . - . . 
Newfoundland· birds demonstrates an overall infection rate ·of 70% 
. , . (, . . . " 
in which 92% of . th~ in-fected -~irds. harboured Leuaoay~ozoon~ · 22%. 
..: • • • ..., t\ • ,. • -
Haemoproteus; 17% -Trypanosana · and --2% PZa8modizm: ·; Both. sets of data 
. . ~ ' ~ . t . ' 
. . , . . 
. . 
support the observations recorded by the author in the field and 
. . . \ . ! -
la'boratory, related . to the abundance and infection rates of. tne -
particiJ.lar ornithophil ic Diptera. · · 
ment, 
. Thf lower level o/ ~he to~ ca~~py in the· wood{and environ-
" . (/ I • o , . 
and the relatively 'late _emergence of ornithophil ic Di ptera · 
distinguish Newfoun_d.la'nd•s ~nvironment fro~ other_garts of North 
I 
. . 
America and particularly Algonquin Park. Nevertheless c~rtain 
I . II • - • : ~ ~ . • • 
comparisons of the · tncidence~of parasites in different birds 1s 
' ~ . ~ ' 
. ' 
( . 
c i t . 
' .t .. 
- · 
I _ i 
,. . 
' ~ -possi;ble.- Clearly it i.s higher in bird~· that freque~t th.e mi~ canopy a 
' ' ' • . I 
and is ·especially noticeable in species of Par.ulidae. ·The difference 
' ' (I I r: ' l 
in prevalence ' is apparent in spite. of the presum~d 1o~~r b_1t1ng .fly 
·p9pulation·in Newfoundland. , The high. inc'id~hce with the loa~ fly 





" · transmission~ , 
·. 
. : \ 
- ~ "' ' 
In conclu_s'ion,i it is ho"pe~ _that : this ·s,tudy ·~s ab~~ to·. _· _ . :_ 
• , . ' I ' ' I ~'f. . • Ji '"" r' .. 
draw spme. comparisons b7,tween the parasite preva·lenc~. of the av,jfa~n!l 
. . 
o~ a bo'r,ad ·scale' (Nprth America,) which ,d.o.es .h!lve· .s6nie ·app_l.ication· to 
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Jocal s;,~uations such as that observed "jn Newfoundland" .rt is fully 
, , r · ' e " ;, 
. realized. however, that_th~ exte~t or degree to which th~ conce~t 
.. 
of stratifica_tion in tne a~1fauna a~d vect9rs c·an be applied is 
. . 
·determined b'y ac multiplicity of. factors which must be examined at 
, . . . . ~ 
' the 1 OGal level. 
. . 
Final answers and solutions to. the overall problem 
,, 
' . 
of· hematozoa in the jiviim populat.ion will u,-.doubetdly ~nfold as 
· ~ . ..<> .more studies of ~his ty~e are ur1rertaken: However: pati~rtc~ and 
' . . . .. . 
• f. ' • ' • • $ • 
objectivity. ar~ essential factors because _the area~of parasitology 
. . 
·a~d indeed the entire spnere of, sci en~e is a compli ca.ted and ever · 
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